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As we set out to produce this edition of Progenitor, we joined together as a diverse group of 
students in a divided nation reeling from conflict and turmoil. We began to consider submissions 
of poetry, prose, and art that reflected a similar tumult on a personal level.

It is difficult to excise thought, emotion, and social attitudes from the creative outlets of art 
and literature. In fact, it is those very intangibles which give a depth of artistic expression that 
can move the human heart. During previous homologous times of international upheaval and 
dissension, a way was made for the birth of great writings such as Don Juan, Animal Farm, 
“Dream Deferred,” as well as significant works of the Renaissance era. Art and literature become 
an avenue for expression, sometimes of those experiences that are most deep and painful within 
us. They allow us a platform to ask questions and be vulnerable in expressive beauty, allowing 
others to join us in those pursuits.

Some of our 2017 Progenitor content reflects such wrestling — where attempts are made 
to make sense of chaos and to find beauty in the ashes. As a team, we want to inspire you to 
think and have the courage to face difficult topics. In doing so, we hope that you will discover 
your own creative outlet and explore another level of self-expression. While the images used 
on our front and back cover appear to depict a particular aspect of artistic suppression — and 
ultimately, release — there are of course multiple viewpoints that warrant contemplation. It is in 
the process of articulation of insight and emotion that we are no longer silenced. We gain our voice.

Progenitor has been in publication for more than fifty years. We honor those who paved the 
way for us and continue this tradition of artistic expression with honesty and excellence.

Though we may feel alone and confused at times, the creative gift of words, line, and color 
can bring us together. Expression can unify us in our introspection and in our journeys. In that, 
we become timeless.

We hope that you enjoy this 2017 issue of Progenitor. We want you to laugh and be moved to 
tears. We want you to be uplifted and be challenged. It is our pleasure to bring to you inspiring, 
poignant, and raw reflections of the human spirit.

Angie Thompson, Editor
& 2017 Progenitor Staff     

Editor’s Letter
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Gandhi is in my kitchen.
Barefoot in wrap around cloth, he sits cross-legged atop my kitchen table,
having removed the pot of geraniums before parking himself on my ruby red placemat.
He’s shifting his wire-rimmed glasses on his nose and awaiting my full attention. 
 
Gandhi wants a pot roast.   
While I don an apron and search for the crockpot, he regales me with tales of his march
to the sea – 200 miles to protest the Salt Act, how they burned their fingerprint cards en masse
fighting for Indians and against injustice, and then there were the prison years.
 
Gandhi takes a breath
with a glance of uncertainty in my direction and an ease at giving orders: Bay leaves, Turkish. 
Sea Salt of course. Rosemary fresh from the garden.  Hennessy Cognac, two tablespoons no 
more.  I comply. And we’re back to boycotts and hunger strikes, being thrown off a train. Not 
easy, resistance, he says and looks at me hard.
 
After he’s feasted, no fasting today, Gandhi has questions. About the Women’s March. 
Non-violent?  Millions of marchers?  I nod wondering how he tunes in to MSNBC.
Throughout the world?  For women’s rights? Human rights?  I nod again. He claps his hands,
sops biscuits in broth, seems not to care about dribbles down his chin, and is gone. 
 
Remaining – a business card peeps from geraniums, replaced with care.
Be the change that you wish to see in the world.  All the best, Mahatma.
And on the back scribbled:  The roast, my dear, could use some curry.  

In Good Company
SUE ELLEN LOVEJOY

Orange Funktastic
HOLLYN STEGALL
Acrylic on Canvas
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It’s just that bloody-looking
blood as it dripped off your face
to the dinner plate, and you thinking
it was a tickle of the wind
as you smeared a crimson crush
across your cheek
with the back of your hand,

and I’m sure you will be dead
in two weeks to six decades
as will I, and our mothers,
leaving only our children
staring over yawning holes
left in the fallow dirt
with their dusty, bone-dry eyes.

2016 ACC Writers Studio Literary Contest Winner, Poetry

A rutted splinter, etching
and inching its way
through the marrow
in small bites, travelling north,
north towards
the hallowed heart
that is probably sweet-tasting
and mild.

The blood that drips
from your nostril to your cracked lip
could be a cancer
taking little nibbles
of heartrind
in ten to twelve months, its mouth
half-cocked and smiling
as confident diseases
are wont to be.

My hands worry at the brow
of your hair as you sleep;
you roll and move
away as I whisk
the pads of my thumbs together
like some stupid, soundless grasshopper.

But What if the Blood is a Bone Thing    
QUINN RENNERFELDT 
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A smell of some cleanser partially covers a 
lingering suggestion of bedpan; the windows 
are closed on this rather warm and stuffy 
room where a buzzing spring fly fusses at the 
window for a moment before it plops onto 
the sill to continue exploring on foot. There is 
no way out.

I flinch when she abruptly stretches her 
legs. She rolls towards me smiling. “I heard 
you come in; I must look a fright.”

“No, you don’t,” I say, and she doesn’t. 
I can see the woman I knew in this face 
whose skin is drawn tightly over familiar 
cheekbones. Her widow’s peak is there 
above a forehead smooth and unlined. Her 
mouth is the same, its corners suggesting 
a recurved bow. She smiles again, raking 
her fingers through her hair. With a sigh, she 
hikes herself up on her pillows. Her eyes have 
not lost their sparkle, and her chin, raised as 
if awaiting an answer, is the chin I remember. 
Her eyes blink; her tongue emerges to wet 
her lips. She often looked back over her 
shoulder at me, her head tilted to the side, 
her eyes clear, holding my gaze.  

Moments pass. She asks if I will pour 
her a glass of water. A jug and tumbler 
stand on the bedside table. I pour, looking 
at the cover of a book lying there, a British 
mystery. I hand her the glass and pick 
up the book saying: “I read this; it’s quite 
good.”  These are my first words, spoken in 
a voice that isn’t mine.

“It’s complex,” she says. “I keep losing 
track of who’s who.” She smiles again, more 
relaxed than I am. It is her room, her home, 
her life. “Maybe I’m not paying close enough 
attention.”

She looks down at her fingers. Then, 
without warning, she plunges right to the 
heart of what hangs between us. “There 
is no unfinished business, you know; what 
we had was long ago, we were different 
people.” She pauses to look up at me. “But 
it wasn’t trivial, I know that. It wasn’t trivial.” 
Her lips compress forming a social smile 
below a now wrinkled brow. I wonder what 
she has seen in my expression. A moment 
passes before her face clears. “I have been 
thinking about us,” she says. “You know how 
you might see something in nature that fills 
you with pleasure, something unexpected, 
exciting to witness, but necessarily fleeting? 
Like one of my wild otters that lets you watch 
it play for a moment, before it slips out of 
sight? That’s what it was like.” She raises her 
eyebrows; her smile is real. “And much has 
happened since.” 

I nod.
But I don’t agree exactly. He was away 

that summer, in the arctic collecting data. 
I was a  graduate student with few plans. 
I can see the headlights that illuminate the 
autoroute I sped along while I watched the 
kilometer markers flick by. More than an 
hour passed before I ran up to her door, 

2016 ACC Writers Studio Club Literary 
Contest Winner, Prose

“Look,” she said. “There’s an otter!” With 
a broad smile she handed me her binoculars 
while pointing to a mass of kelp shifting 
back and forth in the ocean swell. This path 
beside the sea on Vancouver Island was a 
good spot for them. I peered through the 
eyepieces, squinting at the sun on the water. 
The otter lay on its back, a sea urchin resting 
on its belly, the water moving its fur the way 
wind blows through a wheat field. It clasped 
the urchin in its paws, while its pink tongue 
emerged between a fan of whiskers. We 
watched it break the test, eat the orange roe 
and then discard the shell fragments.       

 “That urchin has a long scientific name,” 
she said. “Strongylocentrotus purpuratus.”         

“Good to know,” I said.
                                                                        

***
Her breathing may be too shallow to 

cause a movement of the pale blue coverlet. 
From the doorway I look at her huddled form 
in the bed, a tiny figure that neither sinks 
far into the mattress nor creates much of a 
hump under the bedspread. They have told 
me she is dying; that’s why I am here.

She has drawn up her knees to form a 
slender zigzag mound. Always rather slight 
she is now disappearing, and I am reminded 
of coming into an unused bedroom to 

discover that the cat has dug its way under a 
bedspread to spend a quiet morning.

The long dark hair I remember is now grey 
and cut short. She had a course of chemo 
before Christmas.

I move towards her, thinking about what 
I might say, walking on the edges of my 
leather-soled shoes; there is no rug on the 
yellow pine floor. My neck muscles relax with 
the distinct sound of her swallowing, and 
my fingers unfurl from tight fists, before they 
clench again. 50 years have passed since we 
have seen each other; living on her own for 
so many years she will have thought about 
what to say.

Gazing at her sleeping form, I try 
to recapture what hides within me. My 
wistfulness is as much born of my failure to 
remember, as it is from the recall of some 
poignant image, some moment in our past. 
Why can’t I remember our good-bye, the end 
of it?

I am 70 and she is 75. She is dying of 
leukemia while I visit her likely death bed. And 
my feelings bother me. I ought to be thinking 
of her, but instead my focus is inward, on 
myself, my emotions, my unease, me. Was it 
the same back then?

A hard upright wooden chair stands 
beside her bed; I sit on its edge, perched, 
careful not to scrape its legs along the floor, 
concerned it may creak if I sit back. Her 
breathing is regular and shallow.

Otters
CHARLES COLEMAN
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BRANDON KILE

Multi-Single Image

Individual Exposure Composite Photography on 35mm Film
breathless, to try the knob. She glanced to 
the left and right along the street, before 
pulling me quickly into the house. There were 
no lights, but a shaft of moonlight caught 
children’s toys scattered underfoot, and her 
husband’s briefcase on a chair. Her face, 
now lifted to me, twisted into a frown, her 
lips compressed in a concerned line, her 
eyes narrowed. I felt the hopelessness of the 
situation. This was her home, her life.

We met in the countryside, climbing 
over fences to make our way to secluded 
spots under trees on soft grass. I spread a 
blanket, she unpacked a lunch. We sipped 
wine and made love, swatting the odd 
mosquito, shifting our weight to escape an 
uncomfortable twig or rock. Then we would 
lie back to watch clouds. We held hands, 
her head on my shoulder, her hair with its 
shampoo scent close. We escaped.

In her front hall at three am, in the life 
where I didn’t belong and never would, I was 
shushed by her raised finger. Her children 
were asleep upstairs. I saw no future.

An otter, bobbing on its back amongst 
the kelp weed, a sea urchin on its chest, the 
sun dancing about it, is pleasing to view. But 
when it dips below the surface, not to be 
seen again, you aren’t left with a distinct pain 
in the pit of your stomach and an icy feeling 
in your chest. You are still interested in food 
and don’t find yourself sketching its picture 
on envelopes. You don’t find the curve of 

its lips precisely rendered in the margins of 
your notebook. I held on to images of her 
fingers grasping a pencil her way, of how she 
would draw up her feet to sit cross-legged 
on a couch, of how her ponytail swung 
when she walked, and of her greeting smile. 
I kept these in a partition of my memory 
where they slowly faded but never altogether 
disappeared.

“What are you thinking,” she asks, and I 
return to her sunny room. 
                                 ***

This is how I have imagined her, with the 
white walls, the yellow pine floor, the buzzing 
fly and the light blue bedspread. But like a 
glimpse of an otter it was too quickly over. 
She died before I could visit, leaving me with 
this imagined encounter. It is a flash in the sea 
under bright light on a morning when otters 
swim and life and regret stare hard at me.
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By the end of the day, the whole school 
knew and teachers were starting to catch on, 
asking us to show them our phones, confirm the 
rumors. I let Mr. Keeton see mine during lab.

“She was a good student,” he said, 
running fingers through a gray beard. “Always 
got her work in on time. I was reading over a 
scholarship application for her.” I could see 
Kita’s name on the letter of recommendation 
on his desk.

The second day, the bus was silent. 
Nobody was on their phones, earphones 
weren’t littering bass in the back seats. We 
all just looked out the windows. Mrs. Green 
waited only five minutes at Kita’s stop before 
driving away. She had put a sign on the bus, 
right next to the route number that said, “RIP 
Kita, bus 17 loves you.”

When we pulled up to school, the 
counselor, Mr. B, stepped on the bus and 
had Mrs. Green shut the door behind him.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure that 
you have heard by now that Markita Wilson 
passed away late Tuesday night. Police say it 
was a hit and run and they are investigating. 
She died on impact and did not suffer. Those 
of you who knew Markita are welcome to 
come visit me in my office to talk. I’m available 
anytime during the day except noon to one 
when I take my lunch break.” He bowed his 
head and left. We all just sat for a moment, 
and the buses behind us started honking for 
us to move forward. Mrs. Green drove us 

around the block for ten minutes and let us off 
just as first period was about to start.

That day was tough. Derrick said that 
Mr. B went to all of Kita’s classes and gave 
the same speech. Ms. Kelly had Kita in her 
second period, and she was a mess all of 
first. “Just read or do whatever,” she said, 
putting her head in her hand. Her mascara 
was already running. Mr. Keeton cried when 
he tried to lecture us on cell reproduction. 
“Life’s just too short,” he said. His desk was 
clear and the paper with Kita’s name was 
gone. We had an assembly during last period 
where anyone who knew Kita could come 
up and say a few words. Kita’s best friend, 
Shayla stood up on the stage.

“Kita was my best friend. When my daddy 
died, it was the same year she lost her 
brother. We wore black everyday freshman 
year and we wrote poems about them. I still 
have our old notebooks at my house.

“She was on the dance team with me 
sophomore year because we thought that 
it would make us popular. Halfway through, 
we quit and we’d stay after school hiding out 
in the auditorium. We’d make up our own 
dances on the stage when nobody but the 
janitor was around to see.

“Last year—last year I wanted to drop out 
and Kita told me that if I did, she’d hate me 
forever. She told me that I had to finish high 
school at least. I’d break my mama’s heart 
if I didn’t. I was failing three classes and she 

Kita rode the bus with me. We picked her 
up last at the corner of 53rd and Prospect. 
She was there on time every day. When her 
daddy went to jail for driving while black 
and “resisting arrest,” she was there. When 
her windows got shot out in a drive by, she 
was there. When her mother left her to care 
for her two younger siblings while she was 
admitted into Research Psychiatric, she 
was there. She’d sit down and eat a honey 
bun and toss the wrapper out the window 
when the bus pulled up to school. She 
wore her brother’s “RIP Dennis” shirt every 
Friday because even four years after, she still 
missed her oldest brother and Fridays were 
his favorite day of the week.

The first day she missed the bus, nobody 
knew. We all looked around at her stop. Mrs. 
Green, our driver, even waited fifteen minutes 
for her to come out. She took long drags on 
a cheap grape Swisher Sweet while the bus 
sat in almost complete silence. Carlos broke 
it when he asked Mrs. Green for a drag. She 
passed the swisher over and he breathed 
it in, released, and smoke curled delicately 
out of his nose. “We’re gonna be late for first 
period,” he said real quiet. Mrs. Green pulled 
away from the stop as slow as she could and 
we all looked around, down her street, eyes 
squinting to try and see her. We drove around 
the block once.

By first period, people were passing 
around phones with Facebook pulled up. 

Kita’s brother never came to school more than 
once a week, but he was friends with most of 
the upperclassmen and we all got his status 
update. “Damn, no shit as hard as losing a 
baby sister. Second member of my family to 
go too young.” We all hoped that it was a 
joke. Sometimes you’d get those, and then 
the person would show up on Monday after 
having a cold or something and we’d all say 
we knew it all along. This didn’t feel like that. 
We were quiet all during math and nobody 
even shot one marble at Ms. Kelly’s ass.

At lunch, Kita was all anyone was 
talking about. I sat at my table with Derek, 
Devaughn, Hope, and Cindy. Lunch was 
a variation of the usual slop, but it had a 
little bit of fake cheddar cheese in it, so 
people weren’t as quick to start a food 
fight. The lunch room was a low murmur, 
almost like we were paying our respects 
though if Kita were here, she’d stand up 
at the table on the opposite side of the 
room and scream “What the hell ya’ll so 
quiet for?” We were making the security 
guards nervous. One kept touching his 
Taser. He was new and we’d given him a 
lot of shit over the past three weeks. The 
two veterans were standing straight at the 
door and Tommy Boy, we called him that 
because he looked like the fat guy from 
the movie, was leaning from one foot to 
the other, restless. He looked like he was 
ready for a fight.

HANNAH KLUDY

They Say She Died on Impact
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“I doubt they’re even looking,” Carlos 
said, forehead against the pane of glass. I 
always thought he had a thing for Kita. He 
took her to homecoming but nothing ever 
came of it.

“What do you mean?”
“Who really cares? Who cares when some 

kid from around here dies? You wouldn’t, if 
you didn’t know her.”

“It’ll get better.” Mrs. Green’s voice was 
cracking.

“Yeah, it will cause Monday nobody is 
even gonna say shit about it. Kita didn’t even 
get to live another week with us. She was 
dead when the last bell rang.”

“What the fuck?” Mrs. Green pulled 
over in traffic. She asked us again. “What 
the fuck?”

I didn’t know what to say, so I just looked 
out the window.

After I got dropped off at my stop, I went 
by the gas station near my house and picked 
up a honey bun. I ate it on the front porch 
and felt the warm sunlight heat up the back 
of my neck. I breathed in, out, tossed the 
wrapper in the air when the wind started 
blowing.

 

helped me pass them all by the end of the 
year. I wouldn’t be graduating if it weren’t 
for her.”

“Kita was gonna go to college. She 
was gonna be the first person in her 
family to go. Her mama cried when she 
got her acceptance to Mizzou along with 
scholarships. She wanted me to follow her, 
but I told her to go without me. She went on 
without me.” Shayla looked up to the stage 
lights like she was praying.

Kita’s brother Marcus came to school on 
Friday. He didn’t ride the bus, but he showed 
up halfway through second period with the 
devil in his eye. He smelled like weed and 
alcohol when he sat next to me in history. 
I wanted to reach over and hug him, but I 
knew he didn’t want my sympathy. I didn’t 
know Kita very well, I didn’t have the right 
to share his grief and comfort him. His neck 
muscles were tense and he was holding the 
desk so hard his knuckles were turning white.

At lunch, it was like he exploded. “Why’s 
everyone so quiet in here?” He sounded just 
like Kita would’ve. “What the hell’s wrong 
with you? You all sad or somethin’? Sad 
won’t get you anything. Kita’s dead and 
ya’ll wanna sit here and cry like that’s gonna 
bring her back. Fuck that! Fuck you! We 
need to be angry. What the hell kinda world 
is this where a kid like her can die and it 
don’t even make the news? We gotta fight 
this bullshit!”

Tommy Boy yanked Marcus off the table 
and the new guard helped. Marcus threw a 
couple punches and the new guy sprayed his 
can of mace in Marcus’s face. He howled and 
fought harder, tears streaming, spewing cuss 
words. He spat at Tommy Boy who cuffed 
him and yanked him out in the hall. When I 
left to go to fifth period, Marcus was sitting 
out by the office crying hard into Tommy 
Boy’s shoulder. Tommy held him close 
and patted his back. I don’t know whether 
Marcus got suspended or not, but he wasn’t 
at school for another two weeks after.

In last period, some of Kita’s friends were 
huddled around together in art class. Our 
teacher was reading some romance novel. 
He turned the pages slowly. I smelled sweet 
marijuana in the air briefly before it was swept 
out of the open window.

“For Kita,” one of the girls in the circle 
said, lifting her blunt.

“For Kita,” we echoed.
When school let out, there was dancing 

in the halls. People played different songs 
on iPods, Androids, portable speakers as 
loud as they would go. People clustered in 
groups of five or six, grinding against lockers, 
stomping on the floor. It lasted for half an 
hour and the buses all waited for us. When 
we left, when we turned off the music, the 
whole school went silent.

On the bus home, Mrs. Green asked if 
they were gonna find who did it.
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Serve them cold beans, government-required protein, save money for the shareholders. 
Commissary candy bars for those with cash, it won’t make them less hungry for the touch of a 
loved one, a breath of fresh air. Feed the hungry? The snarling guard says “get up you pigs, you 
won’t eat for free!”

Before prison, the women trekked through dark deserts, siphoned poisons off old cow 
puddles. Hid from rabid coyotes, drug-runner guns, border patrol. Crossed the river, swam the 
ocean, climbed the wall: Ana, Angela, Alba, Brenda, Esmeralda, Jeanette, Josseline, Luz, My-
wei, Toni, Wendy, Yanira, Zelda.

Can’t help them cross (crosses line the roads running north). No aiding and abetting, no drink 
for the thirsty.  Dying of dehydration and exposure, they tore off their clothes. Mothers daughters 
sisters lost, bones dissolved, dust to dust.

But some were found. Clothe the naked bodies in used briefs, holey tennis shoes. Crank air 
conditioning to blast through waffle weave shirts. Limit blankets, bolster bottom lines. Launder 
shapeless green-orange-red jumpsuits.

The corporation pays eighty cents for laundry, two days’ work buys a Snickers. That’s how we 
welcome the stranger from Bangladesh, China, Ghana, Honduras, Mexico. The women sleep eighty 
to a room in rows of bunk beds, strobe-lit by ascending moon, melting through window-bars.

We will not look after the sick, wash feet, wrap ankles, salve busted blisters. Care costs! 
Ignore respiratory illness, bleeding bruise, abscessed tooth. Treat depression and suicidal 
thoughts with truckloads of Zoloft and Seroquel. Prozac for depressed moms missing baby 
birthdays, bedtime stories. 

Nobody asked them to clean our houses, watch our children, do our nails, cook our food. 
No English? No problem. Just sign on the dotted line. Erase your rights, ignore the wrong. Can’t 
make bail, can’t pay attorneys, can’t read the plea bargain? Take a return-trip-ticket.

Arrest them for climbing sharp mountains without a visa, for driving with dark skin. They can 
spend months in jail, recreate in the concrete walls of detention, play basketball on multi-ethnic 
teams, groan as the long shot rolls slowly around the metal hoop, wobbles on the edge, and 
finally… falls… out.

LAURA DRAVENSTOTT

Las Mujeres (The Women)
JOSH THOMPSON 

Late Night Stroll

Digital Photography, Arches National Park, Utah
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NAWAL NADER-FRENCH

Remnants of Submission 

determine the history of glass: panes
of smoothed pebbles on a wooden
frame & where was a woman’s sex before
the ritual of windows/     where was   her
name before     a windowsill/ an invisible thing 
circling tonal value— history’s scenes/ a memoir of 
scabs spun into a flattened disc/ a small    image in 
subdued colors/ how many windows cut from 
frames—    all day cloudy sea glass
rubs beneath her feet/   a peninsula    in pieces 
&  she is woman     before window/  before
sill   her tongue sketched with broken bottles—
a petaled head/   decapitated cube
clinking—  redacted reflection/
as granular as absence

 

MANDY HENEBRY

Cups & Saucers With Loose Leaf 
Tea Strainers

B-Mix Clay fired in the Salt Kiln at cone 10
Pedestal was made from reclaimed Oregon driftwood

2016 ACC Fine Art Student Exhbition, Functional Pottery
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2016 ACC Writers Studio Literary 
Contest Winner, Non-Fiction

This is for the two-year-olds who
cannot be understood because they 
speak half English and half God.
— Anis Mojgani, “Shake the Dust”
 
Little kids’ self-portraits are gloriously 

naked. Imagine handing a box of Crayolas 
to a Greek god or an ancient Egyptian cave 
dweller and asking him to draw his family. His 
portrait might look much like a preschooler’s: 
circles thick with noisy breaths of creation, 
lines zigzagging like the heart rate of a boy 
streaming down Mount Olympus, hair still 
damp from the clouds. Preschoolers don’t 
hide what their parents might not want 
displayed on the classroom wall. They 
think their sisters’ crazy hair, their dead pet 
turtles, and their moms’ round bellies are 
extraordinary, so they scribble and paint with 
wet, unclothed honesty.

In my son Sam’s classroom, family 
portraits hang under the numbers and above 
the calendars, displayed like facts. His friend 
Aubrey, for example, doesn’t have any sisters 
or brothers. It’s just her, Daddy, and Mommy, 
drawn like bugs with oval, yellow bodies and 
spidery arms and legs. Evan’s mommy has 
a smiley face inside her belly, which Evan 
told the teacher is “the surprise baby in 
there.” This is written in teacher handwriting 

in the margins; a teacher myself, I imagine 
the giggle that accompanied this footnote. 
Emma’s mommy, I know, is also pregnant 
and due any day, but Emma has chosen to 
draw her mommy slim as a twig, holding 
hands with Emma. There is no sign a baby 
will soon arrive, and when the baby does 
come two weeks later, black brushstrokes 
will replace Emma’s delicate lines.

I save Sam’s family portrait for last. 
My heart pounds in my neck as I lean in. 
I exhale through my lips. He is, by far, 
the best artist in the classroom. I wish 
my husband were here, looking at Sam’s 
picture with me because he would whisper 
theatrically, “Sam’s is the best one.”  

I would nod, but I don’t say things like 
that out loud. Instead, I quietly post pictures 
on Facebook to prove that Sam is a hero, 
even this summer when he was amidst a sea 
of IVs, blinking numbers, and blaring alarms. 
A few months ago, just before Sam’s third 
open-heart surgery, I created “Sam’s Heart 
Journey”: a Facebook photo album of Sam’s 
battle with a severe heart defect. According 
to the photos and comments I posted 
throughout June and July, Sam’s extended 
hospital stay was like any other family’s 
summer vacation. One picture showed Sam 
eating his first post-surgery popsicle with 
a grape-stained smile; another captured 
him saying “Cheese!” for his daily x-ray. Our 
comments made no mention, however, that 

KRISTIN LECLAIRE

Portraits   

Sam gagged with every swallow and that 
his high voice was barely audible because 
the surgery had damaged his vocal cords. 
Nor did we mention that we were miles 
away from Henry, Sam’s baby brother, who 
was with a sitter eating microwaved chicken 
nuggets. I didn’t take any pictures of me, 
lying alone on a hospital futon, looking at 
a motionless Sam tethered to machines. I 
didn’t post how anxiety pills failed to stop me 
from crying as I thought of how Sam loved 
to crawl between the sleeping bodies of my 
husband and me while Henry sighed in his 
crib on the other side of our wall. At home.

Instead, my Facebook portraits are 
typically clothed in perfection. How 
omnipotent we feel as we crop out the parts 
of our bodies that look too old, too thick, or 
too sad, as we recast a dull moment in noir 
or chrome with the graze of a thumb. I dare 
say the Puritans of seventeenth-century 
Salem would have surreptitiously loved 
Facebook. They could have taken glistening 
selfies with their healthy sheep, cover 
photos of corn reaching up to cloudless 
skies, to testify that they were, indeed, the 
chosen ones.

I use my profile picture, for example, to 
convince others that the sunlight gives me 
a halo. This photo is my way of telling Holly 
Goldstein, the meanest, most popular girl in 
the fifth grade, that I do not, in fact, look like 
her golden retriever. It took five tries.

My posts of lopsided strawberry birthday 
cakes, of Sam wrapped around the yellow, 
ceramic bowl, licking the wooden spoon--
those are just in case there’s Facebook in 
heaven and my mom is logging in to make 
sure I’m not buying store-bought cakes. For 
37 years, she made every birthday cake, 
Christmas Eve soup, and Thanksgiving 
turkey, and like hell I’m going to advertise 
myself buying frosting in a can.

The picture of me in a bikini teaching 
Henry how to swim—those aren’t about 
Henry at all. Those are for my ex-boyfriends 
because they need to know that my breasts 
are still holding up just fine. They can’t see 
the red marks on my neck from the tightly 
tied halter strings.

Some photos are color edited to invent 
the timeless beauty of a moment. Sam and 
Henry hanging the Christmas ornaments, 
for example, are bathed in sepia to connect 
them to all children hanging Christmas 
ornaments throughout time in movies, holiday 
cards, and Coca-Cola commercials. I want 
it to look like God snapped this photo with 

I want it to look like God 
snapped this photo with his 
golden thumb while we were 
having just another day.
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his golden thumb while we were having just 
another day.

In “Sam’s Heart Journey,” there’s a photo 
of Sam walking himself out of the intensive 
care unit this summer. Jason and I are 
holding his hands, and three nurses behind 
us are lifting the chest tubes and IVs to keep 
them from touching the floor. I posted that 
picture to prove that Sam recovers quickly 
from his open-heart surgeries, that his life-
limiting heart defect doesn’t limit him. That’s 
the kind of portrait we like to see. The photo 
was taken at a distance, and I left it that way 
to keep the pain on Sam’s face, the dark 
circles under his eyes, blurred.

The portrait on Sam’s classroom wall, 
though, is unedited. With no cropping, no 
color baths, it quietly celebrates Sam’s 
healing. It’s only been two months since 
his surgery, but the portrait has done away 
with the oxygen cannula and feeding pump 
from his other drawings. Mommy is blue, 

Daddy red, Henry green, and Sam, as 
always, yellow. Unlike the fragile, wavering 
stick figures drawn by the other kids, Sam’s 
people have full, proportional bodies and 
detailed hands. So many hands this summer 
with feathery wingspans moved over his 
body, quick and careful as brushstrokes.

Sam has accurately drawn Henry’s 
hair sticking straight up (several 
hairdressers have gravely informed us of 
the untamability of Henry’s cowlick). Also 
in Sam’s picture, we are all wearing shirts 
but no pants. Sam never wears pants, 
and I’ve stopped trying to edit this from 
my Facebook posts. Everybody leaves 
comments about our house being “pants 
optional,” but his skinny, naked legs and 
days-of-the-week underpants are part of 
my daily scenery, as is Henry’s cockatiel 
hair. I think even Monet wouldn’t dare blur 
this landscape.

As Henry and I wait in Sam’s classroom 
for recess to finish, Henry pulls dinosaurs 
from the yellow bin mysteriously marked 
“Farm Animals.” He holds each one up to 
me and asks with his two-year-old slur, “Big 
dinosaur?”

I let his soft cowlick tickle my palm and 
say, “Yes, baby. That’s a big dinosaur.”

He parks them like matchbox cars on 
the round table next to Sam’s cubby. Henry 
and Sam are in some kind of dinosaur stage 
right now; they thunder around the house 

every night, yawping and kicking over laundry 
baskets. Their eyes are as round as their 
mouths as they roar, looking at me as if to 
say, “Isn’t this amazing?”

Even though we need to be home soon 
so Sam can get his midday heart meds, 
I never interrupt recess. Sam needs to 
exercise his muscles. He started physical 
therapy when he was three weeks old, 
shortly after his first open-heart surgery, and 
continued through his second heart surgery 
and first few catheterizations. He’d scream 
at his therapist every week, crying as she 
stretched out his skinny baby arms and 
later forced his toddler legs up and down 
our townhome’s stairs. He’d hide under the 
table when she tried to work with him at 
daycare. There were no Facebook posts of 
Sam’s physical therapy sessions, though I 
did post a picture when Sam could finally 
stand up, holding onto our glass table and 
looking pleased with himself. The Facebook 
comments from friends and relatives praised 
God, thanked the universe, named Sam 
a hero, as though some angel or Greek 
goddess reached down to help him shake 
off the tubes, hospital beds, purple nail beds, 
blue lips, and trembling legs.

We sent the photo to his physical 
therapist as well, who texted back, “Finally—
all that hard work paid off!”

So I keep my distance during Sam’s 
recess time, picturing him chasing friends 

upstairs and down slides, the way the normal 
kids do. Besides, I like peering at Sam’s 
artwork without the teachers or parents 
around. They already know that Sam is not 
normal. What I need them to know is that 
Sam is extraordinary. His Facebook journey 
boasts this, but his self-portrait whispers it 
like a page from a chapel book.

This summer, Sam spent hours, days, 
weeks, sketching on his Magnadoodle—a 
wide, mess-free, magnetic drawing screen. 
Since he was stuck in a hospital bed, his 
options were limited, but I like to think he 
was being given a rare opportunity to hone 
his craft. He’d barely look up as his surgeon 
checked his six-inch chest incision and 
daily chest tube output. Sam silently drew 
a little boy, the surgeon silently inspected 
my little boy, and I propped myself on the 
hospital futon, too full of sleep and worry and 
admiration to unmute this beautiful moment 
with a snapshot.

I’d wake up sometimes before morning 
rounds to the sound of Sam’s voice—high as 
an elf’s—asking me, “Mommy, how do you 
spell IV?”

“You spell it ‘I,’ ‘V,’” I’d tell him while 
reaching for my glasses. I’d sit up to see 
him drawing a little boy getting an IV, which 
he had properly labeled. I’d also wake up to 
him asking me how to spell “x-ray,” and if 
nurses were the same thing as teachers. He 
did this the same way other kids draw yellow 

I’d wake up sometimes  
before morning rounds 
to the sound of Sam’s 
voice—high as an elf’s—
asking me, “Mommy, how 
do you spell IV?”
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sunshine and ask how to spell “cat”—with no 
trace of self-pity, only curiosity. His brain still 
raced through words, numbers, and body 
parts like any other preschooler’s mind, as 
fast as little legs could fly down a hill.

Towards the end of our hospital stay, he 
started drawing nurses with two giant, side-
by-side circles on their chests. I showed one 
of these drawings to Jason, who covered 
his mouth and laughed for a minute before 
saying, “Atta boy.”

“Do you think he’s drawing boobs?” I 
asked.

Jason calmly picked up the drawing and 
sat next to Sam on the bed.

“Sam,” he asked, pointing at the circles, 
“What are these?”

Sam looked up from his Magnadoodle, 
put his finger on the crayoned circles, and 
said, “Those are her lungs. You can see 
them in the x-ray. They are for oxygen.” He 
returned to his drawing of Lord Business 
from The Lego Movie. I smiled and teared 
up a little, the way I do each time Sam says 
something that other four-year-olds don’t and 
shouldn’t know, like how to spell “IV” He was 
too young to care about boobs but could 
identify lungs in an x-ray. I felt profoundly sad 
and proud.

Interestingly, he never asked me when 
we were going home. He seemed happy 
making his bed go up and down with arrow 
buttons, using the remote control to play The 

Lego Movie whenever he wanted, pressing 
the nurse’s button to tell the answering 
receptionist, “I’m sorry, but I need to take 
your temperature now.” She always obliged. 
He started quickly draping his plastic 
stethoscope around his neck like a scarf, 
the way the doctors and nurses do.

Meanwhile, I’d crane toward the tiny 
hospital mirror, trying to figure out where 
to plug in my hair straightener in the dark 
shadows around Sam’s bed. Unlike Sam, 
I didn’t want to look like anyone here. The 
other heart moms had red eyes, unwashed 
sweatpants, hair in messy ponytails. I 
wanted to look groomed, like I could 
stroll through the sliding glass doors to 
my world, where I conducted Advanced 
Placement Literature classes and made 
Sam’s bed. My world had labeled grade 
books, clean laundry, and placemats with 
evenly spaced planets and stars. My world 
was safe and ordered.

The hospital was not. I learned this 
before Sam was born. I’ve been trembling 
in hospital rooms at images of Sam’s heart 
since I was eight weeks pregnant. His heart 
started off strong; the doctors pointed at the 
pulsing, tiny, birdlike organ, announcing his 
heart rate with pride. Then the ultrasounds 
grew quieter and more uncertain, until my 
20-week ultrasound when the doctor gently 
pointed out the left side wasn’t growing 
or pumping. I saw Sam’s heart when he 

was a few hours old on an ultrasound 
image, when he stopped breathing and 
turned gray every thirty minutes. I watched 
doctors frown at blackish ultrasound blurs 
that revealed his two-month-old heart 
growing an infection that was swinging like a 
punching bag. Over the past four years, I’ve 
stared down hundreds of images of Sam’s 
disordered heart, punctuated with phrases 
like “moderate to severe leakage” and 
“worrisome narrowing.”

I felt the hospital’s chaos again this 
summer with one, soul-shaking code blue 
that made my hands quake like they were 
trying to hold together a cracked-open 
world. My Facebook post that day read: 
“Sam is in good hands. His problems are 
being treated one at a time, and right now at 
least, there are options.”

I didn’t mention it was the first time I had 
heard a nurse shout, or that everyone kept 
dropping needles and vials in their rush. 
Facebook never knew I was unable to eat 
without spilling for two days. I posted only 
one picture of Sam during that time, and 
it was of his naked, curved back while he 
slept. I didn’t want to share the sadness 
of his front: slumped, mucus-streaked 
cheeks, taped-in needles, greasy hair, 
oozing bandages.

But just three weeks after Sam’s surgery, 
Sam’s chest tubes dried up, his x-rays 
cleared up, and we carefully ladled him 

into his car seat to go home. Mystified, we 
posted a victory video on Facebook after we 
waved “goodbye,” or “see you later” to the 
heart families who didn’t get to leave.

At home, Sam continued drawing as a 
way of exploring the mystery of his surgery 

and recovery. While the gastrointestinal 
pump purred out his meds and feeds, he 
would draw dinosaurs and Lego guys. 
While other parents posted pictures on 
Facebook of their children water skiing and 
rock climbing, I’d post pictures of Sam 
drawing pixelated self-portraits with his 
Magnadoodle. He often included his oxygen 
tank and gastrointestinal tube as extensions 
of himself, as though he were born with 
these accessories. People left comments 
about his “advanced skills,” how he was 
“an artist in the making.” We still use 
those half-inch comment boxes to assure 
ourselves that he’ll be a famous artist one 
day, so that we can say, hands on our hips 
and nodding, that all of this happened for 
a reason: to make him extraordinary. We 
almost believe it.

With blue-veined fingers and 
a thick pencil, he has mapped 
out an unbroken, dime-sized 
version of his heart.
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Recess is almost over. Muffled giggles 
and screeches leak in through the classroom 
door, and the leak grows wider and louder. 
His class is returning. With Henry babbling 
softly behind me, I take one step closer to 
Sam’s self-portrait. In the middle of Sam’s 
chest is a small, rounded, inverted triangle.

He has drawn his heart.
I have more images of Sam’s heart than 

I have of family holidays. But this one is the 
loveliest by far.

With blue-veined fingers and a thick 
pencil, he has mapped out an unbroken, 
dime-sized version of his heart. There are 
no signs of scar tissue, of a wired-together 
sternum, of doctors trying to finish what 
nature didn’t. I search for signs of emotional 
baggage—overuse of the color black, or 
bandaged body parts. His prognosis, in 
medical terms, is one of “ongoing morbidity 
and mortality” (it hurts my fingertips even to 
type these words), and I worry about how 
this might surface in his self-rendering. But 
his portraits, like his questions about the 
hospital, are quite matter-of-fact. If Sam is 
dissatisfied with his life so far, his picture 
shows no signs of it. The extraordinary scars 
we see are not the scars he feels.

Sam comes bounding in from recess, 
sippy cup in one hand, sweat and 
sunscreen making his blond hair thick and 
stiff. I can see the nubby top of his scar 
poking up above his collar like a caterpillar. 

It’s turned from deep purple to light pink 
over the past few weeks, and under his 
Superman t-shirt, strangers wouldn’t even 
know it was there. Perhaps that’s why he 
sketched his heart in the center of his self-
portrait for everyone to look at. How he sees 
himself is one of the things he can tell us.

But Sam is only four, and he can’t tell 
us everything. If I think about the pictures 
I didn’t take—the ones blinking on and off 
in the recesses of my mind, never to be 
posted on Facebook—here’s what I can see 
in overexposed flashes:

Sam’s tired of having a cold, metal 
stethoscope pressed to his naked skin.

It’s scary when we peel off the “stickers” 
from his EKG.

X-rays are darkly, loudly terrifying, 
especially the ones where he has to lie 
down.

The glass elevator at Children’s Hospital 
makes everything move too fast.

The stickiness of the ultrasound goop 
doesn’t really come off until bathtime.

Hospital gowns overexpose him, even 
his favorite ones with the planets.

Before Jason and I kiss him goodbye 
in pre-op, he knows he’s about to be 
separated from the warmth of our hands, 
and the new hands that touch him will be 
wearing gloves.

He also knows that we will be here, right 
here, waiting for him when he wakes up.

But he doesn’t know how to capture 
these things, and, to be fair, neither do I. No 
meticulous cropping or color adjustments 
can make these snapshots fit into the 
heroic journey I’ve created on Facebook. 
The photos I deleted or never took create a 
cold space around the journey I’ve crafted. 
They revisit me each time Sam’s skin looks 
too blue, or he catches a cold, and nobody 
can offer me reassuring comments because 
nobody knows these moments exist. Yet 
these are the moments that make me want 
to hold Sam so tight that his crazy heartbeat 
sinks through my ribs. I want to climb Mount 
Olympus with him until the hospital is as 
small as a pebble, and Sam’s heart is as full 
as a star.

I teach my A.P. Literature students that 
scars in literature are metaphors for survival 
and strength; the physical scar is a portrait 
of the tough soul that lies underneath. But 
outside the pages of a book, maybe a scar is 
just a scar: a raised line of dead skin. There 
is nothing extraordinary about a scar. It’s ugly, 
tight, and part of the normal healing process. 
Sam’s Facebook journey, perhaps, is a scar: 
a damaged column of color pixels, each 
numb layer arising from humans playing God.

What we find extraordinary, Sam 
finds quite ordinary. And what he finds 
extraordinary is the special fabric of the 
universe we’ve turned ordinary: how 
dinosaurs stomped the earth. How soft and 

tingly the family room carpet feels against 
naked legs. How the space between two 
sleeping people is warmer than any other 
space on earth. How the whole solar system 
fits on a 17 x 11-inch placemat, black space 
expanding under comet-like smears of yogurt 
and peanut butter that I can’t bring myself to 
wipe away.
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Understanding Raze’s Innocence
GRANT PANKRATZ 
Digital Photography

Be outside.  The park.  Maybe your backyard.
Know that the dark ones won’t last too long.
Their burdens are heavy – they will let go.
Look for animals, shapes.
Hold onto them.  A string about your tiny wrist.
Your treasure? A milky white balloon.

Lie down on the grass.  Flutter an angel in the dew.
Spoon with your lover; quietly nuzzle your neck into the crook of his arm.
Roll down the grassy knoll, over pebbles, sticks, gum wrappers.
Run as fast as you can to the top of the hill. Be out of breath.
Taco your tongue.  Sip the crisp green air.
Stretch out on the earth.  Settle your body into the spongy meadow.

Wear your sunglasses, a floppy hat.  Splay your toes.
The misplaced toddler emerges.
Ignore your mother’s plea; naptime, come now meine kinder…
Pluck that verdant blade, whistle through your thumbs.
Diurnal constellations abound.
Unlearn the names, the science.  
Abandon adulthood.

This is how to look at clouds.

The Firmament 
JANE HILLSON AIELLO
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Cosmonauts
JAKE BEAUCHAMP
Ballpoint Pen/Acetone on Vellum paper 
2016 ACC Fine Art Student Exhibition, Drawing and 2D Design

This is the story of how I learned to swear 
like a fucking lady. It begins when I found 
myself shrieking at a group of 14-year-old 
children to:

“Shut. THE FUCK. Up!”
It may still be difficult to understand the 

surprise of this without understanding that 
as a child, I had once been homeschooled. I 
learned kickass sentence diagramming skills 
and how to take outlined sermon notes from 
textbooks written by Mennonites who slipped 
in subliminal messaging about gender roles 
on the sly.

My family didn’t wear head coverings or 
ban women from wearing pants, but once, 
my siblings and I saw my parents have a 
glass of wine at a Thanksgiving dinner with 
extended family. Dubious and alarmed, we 
ganged up on those two debauchers, arms 
crossed, and prepared for a full AA crisis 
intervention. My parents, that wretched pair, 
saw the jig was up and threw themselves 
at our feet, cloaked in guilt, and promised 
never to do it again. They tried throwing up 
flimsy excuses, palms upturned, floundering 
through an explanation that sometimes, the 
polite thing to do as adults is to accept a 
drink, even though it’s also the wrong thing. 
Very wrong. It would never happen again.

My father did indulge in the occasional 
explosive, doggonit! that in every other way 
felt like a million gaddammits! packed into 
one the way I imagine his father, a burly man 

of the greatest generation, must have loosed 
them after a long workday. Otherwise, I have 
never heard my parents say more than a 
darn, drat, or dagnabit.

And without understanding that I was 
once homeschooled, it would be hard to 
appreciate how the book Beautiful Girlhood, 
a sort of etiquette guide to blossoming into 
an admirable Christian woman, worked 
its way into my development. This book, 
originally published in 1922, admonishes 
girls, when going out, not to, “laugh nor talk 
too loudly. To do so will only call upon her 
undesirable attention and criticism, and it is a 
sign of vulgarity. A real lady will not do so.”[1] 

“Act like a lady,” my mother still chides 
us when either my sister or I loose a deep or 
even simpering belch. My mother values a 
nice eyelet fabric, buffed neat toenails, and 
keeping elbows off the table when eating. 
So it is partially to my mother that I now owe 
the value of swearing like a lady and cursing 
with grace.

In Beautiful Girlhood, the author warns 
that every girl should, “Learn some useful 
way of wage-earning” for, “many are the 
women who face the world in terror that they 
must do business and have no idea of how it 
is done.” [2]

Beautiful Girlhood, then, also shoulders 
some responsibility for the manner in which 
I came to face the world of wage-earning 
as I did and ultimately, to my great surprise, 

Swear Like a Lady       
A.J. PAXTON
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came to blows with that group of 14-year-old 
children in shrieking:

“Shut. THE FUCK. Up!” 
I had never heard my voice hit that 

particular tenor before and it would be awhile 
before I heard it again. And for three seconds, 
twenty-seven pairs of eyes were on me.

 I was 23, and this was my first job. 
The week before students arrived, I had 
hauled in floor lamps and plugged them 
into three corners of the room. I had cut 
out inspirational quotes about reading 
from earth-toned cardstock saved from 
my scrapbooking days. I had smoothed 
a chalkboard decal onto the wall beside 
the door with a silly zebra beside it saying, 
“Welcome Freshman!” I had rolled a purple 
area rug out under my desk and stacked 
plastic trays atop one another ready to 
receive homework assignments. I had posted 
curriculum maps across the bulletin boards 
behind the desk. I had scrolled through the 
faces of my 117 students across my six 
preps and practiced matching their names.

I was now two months into teaching. 
Minutes prior to shrieking at the children, 
I stood at the front of my classroom, a 
PowerPoint frozen on the screen behind 
me. Having spent hours on the presentation 
reading ahead in the book the night before 
crafting text-based questions, my exhaustion 
and inexperience steamed from every pore. 
Students sprawled across and slumped 

behind and scampered around their desks. 
Paper airplanes lolled through the air, low on 
gas, carried along by chatter and laughter.

In trainings, teachers are taught to frame 
directions with clear action statements that 
reflect the norms and expectations of the 
classroom.

When a student talks out of turn: “We 
raise our hands in this classroom. Please 
raise your hand if you have a comment.”

When a student walks in late: “We use 
passes in this classroom. Please show me 
your hall pass and quietly take your seat.”

When students must return their 
attention to direct instruction: “We are all 
going to turn our voices off and face the 
front in the next five seconds. Five, we’re 
finishing our conversations, four, we’re 
facing forward, three we’re turning our 
voices off, two, we’re ready for our next 
direction, and one, thank you for your 
attention.”

A paper airplane landed at my feet. 
Manny, a small energetic boy terrified of 
nothing but his own father, waggled his 
palm in front of his face, rapping in rhythm 
of his own design, “Mutha-fucka, mutha-
fucka, mutha-fuck-AH!”

Shawna, bedecked in eyeliner and blond 
extensions, strutted from her desk, flung 
the door open, turned, popped her hip, 
and announced, “If she don’t even start the 
class, I’m gonna go pee!”

Theresa, Joanna, and Perla clustered 
in the back row passing around miniature 
mirrors and tubes of lip gloss. Perla poked at 
her crown, swiveling her head this angle and 
that, making lips in the mirror. A curling iron 
sizzled in its outlet in on the floor.

“I need everybody’s eyes up here.” Nothing. 
Again, feet shoulder-width apart, hand on 
hip, other hand in the air, “If I do not have 
everyone’s voices off and eyes on me in the 
next five seconds, I will start the timer and we 
just sit here after the bell instead of heading to 
lunch for as long as it takes us to quiet down.”

“Mutha-fuck-AH!”
“I am starting the timer,” and I loaded 

changed screens to an online stopwatch in 
lieu of the PowerPoint.

I folded my arms and looked out. Two 
paper airplanes played chicken from opposite 
sides of the room.

The seconds accumulated on the screen. 
The lip-gloss girls erupted in giggles, Manny 
and Joe began a call and response pounding 
their desks in a drum line-esque cadence.

With every second tick, a bright red 
gurgling climbed in my gut. It was this 
moment that I shrieked:

“Shut. THE FUCK. Up!” then added, “And 
if I see one more paper airplane in this room, 
you will be sent to the office immediately.”

You know when you see a flock of geese 
migrating as a pack? Spaced in symmetrical 
rows yet acting as one elegant bird that 

twists and spirals about the sky as if the 
singular souls of each are linked together in 
one urgent primal need?

In that moment, no fewer than sixteen 
paper airplanes arched up in their irregular 
dopey flights above our heads and crashed 
gracefully into walls and glided across the 
linoleum floor.

Laughter pealed.
I made it across the hall to the teachers’ 

lounge before collapsing into a rolling chair 
and sobbing like the little girl I was.

“They can be fucking shitheads 
sometimes,” my coworker said, patting my 
back awkwardly.

“I told them to shut the fuck up,” I 
muttered into my arms and looked up at him. 
He was arm deep into a bag of chips. “Am I 
going to get fired?”

He laughed the laugh of a much older 
teacher. “Not unless you don’t show up 

In that moment, no fewer 
than sixteen paper airplanes 
arched up in their irregular 
dopey flights above our 
heads and crashed gracefully 
into walls and glided across 
the linoleum floor.
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tomorrow. They’re in high school. They’ve 
heard it before. Just try not to say that 
every day.”

Research says swearing can give us 
a sense of power and control in a bad 
situation. It allows us to endure pain for 
a longer period of time. It can promote 
social bonding. And Beautiful Girlhood 
says, “It is better to be true in heart than 
to have merely the appearance of truth on 
the outside.”[3] Swearing, for me, forces 
some truth, some pain, some need for 
connection to the outside.

I savor the well-timed empathic fuuccckk! 
the same way I savor that second glass of 
wine or flouncing around in dresses with tiny 
spaghetti straps or smoking cigars outside 
with the men to avoid debates going on 
among the mommas about the pros and 
cons of sleep training  your kids.

“You know, you’re gonna have to watch 
your language,” my friend Sharon sings in her 
pitchy I-don’t-know-how-else-to-tell-you-I’m-
right-voice, “when the babies get a little older.”

Inevitably, the toddlers have started 
repeating every inane, poetic, or robotic 
phrase adults utter.

Thank you, Jesus, for this food.
Donald Trump! Donald Trump!
I do not want a consequence.
So it’s an especially powerful thing when 

mothers swear. Imagine my friend and 
homemaker, Lauren, with a shiny ponytail 

and the svelte form of a salsa-dancer. 
There she is: my best friend, mother of two, 
gouging away with a chef’s knife at an acorn 
squash, rinds and seeds flying. She has just 
spent two hours of her day grocery shopping 
from a list she drafted and then revised 
based on the layout of the store aisles. 
She has just schlepped, stuffed, strapped, 
packed, and unpacked a two year old and a 
baby into her Kia and driven down and back 
a series of crammed double-laned roads. 
She has saved, filed, and studied a Paleo 
diet casserole recipe while unloading and 
loading a dishwasher. She has just put the 
littlest down in her bedroom for a nap whilst 
the toddler yanks every pillow, cushion, and 
blanket onto the floor of the living room. Here 
she is. Blasting away at the squash

“Shit! fuck! fuck! fuck this fucking shit!”
Across the kitchen, she is cursing the 

unwieldy knife and the unfeeling vegetable 
as her son bursts into tears from the 
adjacent room.

I like to think about this. Lauren’s home is 
filled with handmade door wreaths and wall 
calendars and crock-pots and labeled baskets 
and soft music and candles. Most days, she 
greets her husband with a simmering dinner 
and gurgling stimulated children. Yet, on this 
day, she hands her husband the screaming 
toddler in need of a diaper change and heads 
out for a manicure. “Truth beautifies the wearer 
… A lie is cowardly.”[4]

Yes, swearing itself does not make a 
person trustworthy. But never ripping loose 
fuckity fuck fuck? Never pealing off a good 
damn it all to the blazing fires of hell? This 
seems to be a rejection of some kind of 
innate human element we, all of us, share. 
The denial of the obvious fact that our worlds 
are swirling in shitsandwiches, shitstorms, 
and shitheads beyond our control.

Jay was fourteen when I was his teacher, 
and even then, he was one smooth operator 
and wholly uninterested in 9th grade English 
and Literacy courses. He was not entirely 
to blame for this, for he had suffered the 
setback of landing in the (what I mentally 
labeled) Apathy Class. Apathy Class presents 
one of the most difficult dynamics I faced as 
a teacher, and I had one every term of every 
year of every grade I ever taught.

As an educator, I found few antidotes to 
combat group apathy. For in the Apathy Class, 
there is no frontrunner to isolate, no trending 
interest to capitalize upon, nothing held dear 
enough to withhold. Apathy Class by far 
poses the most unified of fronts wherein each 
individual sacrifices his or her own interests 
for the interest of the group. I have seen all 
A students relinquish control of 4.0 grade 
point averages after transferring into Apathy 
Classes. The groupthink is that strong. No 
hands in the air. No materials on desks. No 
response to candy or points or phone calls 
home. Just lots of naps, ballpoint pen hand 

tattoos, and games of lazy desk basketball 
with crumpled pages of notebook paper.

My latest intervention for Jay’s class was 
to introduce group work. Students dragged 
their desks together in clumps of three to 
“discuss” the previous chapter and fill in a 
packet. Jay had been assigned the role of 
“vocabulary master” that week and was to 
look up three unfamiliar words and define 
them for the group.  This new strategy 
allowed me opportunity to break into their 
groupthink with one-on-one conversations.

I sat backwards on a chair in front of Jay.
“Jay.”
He smacked his forehead down on the desk.
“J’wan, can you talk to me for a second?”
He froze. I studied the Aztec looking 

symbols carved delicately in his hairline 
along the side of his head looping around 
his ear. I wondered how often he had them 
retouched. Both edges on the sides of his 
neck were always sharp, as if he buzzed it 
every morning. A dainty metal bar pierced his 
eyebrow like a toy arrow.

“You haven’t turned anything in for over a 
month. Hey. Look at me a minute.”

He slid his chin up on his arm and 
avoided my eyes.

“If you keep this up, you’re just going to 
have to take this class again next year.”

Nothing.
I searched in my teacher tool bag of 

anything else to say to him. Before thinking 
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about it, I heard myself, “Jay, you know this is 
total bullshit.”

His mouth twitched, surprised, trying to 
beat back a grin. The sheer dorkiness of 
hearing your teacher say bullshit.

“You’re way too smart to take this class 
again.” I smiled, he glanced up at me with 
more engagement and shimmer than he had 
all term, and I walked away.

That day, Jay got out a pencil, opened 
his book, and doodled dead bunnies on his 
packet for the rest of the period.

 “There is no nobler profession for any girl 
to choose than that of a teacher. Her years 
of preparation will be filled with hard work 
and persistent efforts, and the performing of 
that work is both wearing and vexing; but the 
results can be great.”[5]

And Jay did take that class again as a 
sophomore. But he at least always stopped 

in and waved to me in the freshman 
teachers’ lounge.

The tradition I come from speaks a lot 
about the idea of living above reproach. 
For at any given time, the world may peek 
through the gingham curtain into our lemon-
scrubbed pot-roasty kitchens, and when they 
do, they should smell there a pure aroma, 
free from lewdness and drunkenness and 
vulgarity of speech.

So it is in this spirit of honesty and 
uprightness of heart, that I admonish the 
young lady to swear. But when you swear, 
do so free from the irony of a double life and 
without hatred toward your fellow man, but in 
great joy and fellowship with the human race 
for the small locus of control we hold over the 
shitstorms of our lives. Do so with gladness 
and sincerity of spirit. So that when you do 
swear, you swear like a fucking lady. 

JUDITH SNYDER 

Sojourn

Ceramic Sculpture
Saggar Fired Clay Stacked on Metal Dowels 

[1] Hale, Mabel. “A Conversation on Dress,”  in Beautiful Girlhood.  Indiana: Gospel Trumpet 
Company, 1922.  play.google.  Web. 14 January 2017.  129.
[2] Hale, Mabel. “An Accomplished Girl,”  in Beautiful Girlhood.  Indiana: Gospel Trumpet 
Company, 1922.  play.google.  Web. 14 January 2017.  103.
[3] Hale, Mabel. “Beauty of Truthfulness,”  in Beautiful Girlhood.  Indiana: Gospel Trumpet 
Company, 1922.  play.google.  Web. 14 January 2017.  63.
[4] Hale, Mabel. “Beauty of Truthfulness,”  in Beautiful Girlhood.  Indiana: Gospel Trumpet 
Company, 1922.  play.google.  Web. 14 January 2017.  129.
[5] Hale, Mabel. “Choosing a Lifework,”  in Beautiful Girlhood.  Indiana: Gospel Trumpet 
Company, 1922.  play.google.  Web. 14 January 2017.  199.
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A sound house, no home 
I stole a beaten pillow 
From a homeless man, 
Whispered I wanted his 
Disease

Spreading through 
My fingers tips and 
Growing out with 
My nails 
Talons

Stalking the gaps of 
Llliff Road, ready 
To feed 
Devour the wood of the fence

And the buds 
Of flowers that never 
Bloom, to soothe 
My broken teeth

In hopes 
They would stay rooted and 
I’ll never have to catch 
Them in the sink 
Pipe of a brothel

I fed on, nibbling 
The bands of wedding rings 
And the glass that reminded 
Me of watermelon 
Jolly Ranchers

AHJA FOX

The Autopsy Report of Liza Smith
(Death Investigation 2004)

Puckering my 
Lips, so the taste 
Of fresh batteries could sit 
On my tongue, licking wet 
Cement, 
So the world would know 
I was there

Inhaling the exhaust 
Of my dealer’s BMW

Moon-kissed and struck 
In the face with 
Acid 
My lips curved 
Into the last O 
Of the Good 
Lord’s prayer

And that is how they 
Found me, tangled 
In the telephone wire 
Nearby, with my cheek busted 
Open, a smile 
Only claws (Talons) 
Could create
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Amalia is the daughter of your dad’s best 
friend. She comes to stay at your house while 
her dad goes through two months of court-
mandated rehab. Her mom is somewhere else, 
out of the picture. You don’t know the details.

“You can tell me what happened,” you say 
to your parents. “I’m sixteen.”

“Exactly,” they respond.
Amalia’s cat has a face that looks smashed 

in and a body that sheds everywhere. So 
your parents quarantine the cat to the guest 
room, and she goes with it. Stay up at night 
wondering what the cool sheets of the guest 
bed feel like against her skin.

Amalia’s five-year-old brother Kyle is also 
staying with you. At night, he curls up in his 
fleece Spiderman pajamas on the couch in 
the living room. Go and get a glass of water 
in the middle of the night and look at him 
there, sucking his thumb, illuminated from the 
nightlight shaped like a moon that burns in the 
corner. Listen to him make sounds like a baby 
animal—whimpers, sighs.

One morning, Amalia turns to you with 
straight, white teeth and asks if you want to 
go to the park with her and Kyle. Almost burst 
out laughing. Do you want to come?

You sit with her on top of a picnic table 
and you both watch Kyle—shouting at the top 
of his lungs—as he tries to run up the slide 
without using his hands.

“He’s been kind of crazy since we came 
here. He’s not usually like this,” Amalia says, 

and tucks a rogue strand of her walnut hair 
behind her ear. Search your every synapse 
to think of something—anything—to say, but 
come up empty. Lucky for you, she keeps 
talking. “I think he just misses Mom.”

“That makes sense.” Wonder if you should 
say something else, ask a question, apologize 
for what happened to them—whatever it was.

“It’s just hard,” Amalia says, picking paint 
chips off the table. “It’s like…we all knew Mom 
was sick, but it’s never been this bad before. 
And then Meg comes back and Mom just 
snaps.”  

“Oh,” you say. Dumbly. “Who’s Meg?”
“Our older sister. You never met her? 

Mom and Meg don’t get along.” She stops 
picking paint and looks out at Kyle, who is 
now spinning quickly in the tire swing. Her 
eyes cloud over and she looks like she is 
somewhere else.

“Where’s your Mom now?”
“Dunno. A clinic somewhere,” Amalia 

says, her words drifting and her voice 
hovering. Watch her blink three times and 
snap out of it. “Anyway,” she says, shrugging 
her shoulders. “Thanks for letting us stay 
with you for a while. Mom always said 
Linda—sorry, your mom—would keep us 
safe if something ever happened. They really 
love each other.” Amalia shows you her 
straight teeth again, runs her tongue across 
them. “And anyway, it’s been fun.” She leans 
against your shoulder, wakes up every cell.

REBECCA LILL

Summer, Asphyxiated   

* * *
At some point—maybe days, maybe 

weeks after Amalia moves in—realize 
that you have filed away the pitch of her 
laugh, registered the steel blue of her eyes, 
memorized the sequence of silver rings on 
her long piano fingers. But cataloguing her 
elements amounts to nothing. Even though 
you always calculate the distance between 
your pinky and hers when you sit together, 
she never reaches for your hand.

Come home from swim practice one 
Tuesday to see her sprawled on your bed, 
wrapped in your favorite blanket, reading a 
magazine. When she nonchalantly says hi, do 
something that will make you want to die later: 
take hold of one of the fleece corners and pull 
as hard as you can, rolling her off the bed and 
onto the hardwood. Hear her bones when 
they hit the floor. Gather the blanket around 
yourself like a large wool coat and run out of 
the room.

Later that night, sit at the kitchen table 
with her after your parents have gone to 
bed. Listen to her apologize for intruding on 
your personal space and using your blanket. 
Pretend that this was why you were angry.

“It’s okay,” tell her. “I just had a moment.” 
But the moments have started to build up 
and press against the backs of your eyes. 
Briefly contemplate combustion. With bodies 
this fragile, how much pressure can the skin 
take before it bursts?

Watch her sit at the kitchen table and nod 
as if she understands.

Climb into bed and stay awake for three 
hours because you can’t get the flushed 
cheeks and worries eyes of her apology out of 
your mind.

* * *
Turn seventeen. Finally get your license. 

Start taking long drives by yourself in the 
middle of the night. Enjoy the paint of the 
lanes flashing by in your peripheral vision. 
Count the exit signs on the freeway until you 
lose track. Drive around in dizzy circles in 
abandoned parking lots. Almost hit a deer 
crossing the road at three in the morning. 
Slam on your breaks at the last moment. 
Doesn’t it look like your front bumper is resting 
against the deer’s chest? Ask yourself if it is a 
trick of the light. Stare at the deer and watch 
him stare back at you. What does he make of 
this large steaming metal object in his home? 
Wonder if he has babies. Try to scan the brush 
along the road for his family as you drive back 
to yours.

* * *
Amalia and Kyle have been at your house 

for almost two months now. Your parents 
finally tell you that their mom is enrolled in 
a psychiatric treatment program in eastern 
Oregon, about three hours away. Amalia and 
Kyle go to see her one weekend in August. 
The house feels empty and dinner with your 
parents is awkward without Kyle chattering 
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and Amalia asking your parents to tell stories 
about when they were in college together. 
When Amalia and Kyle finally get back to the 
house on Sunday night, Amalia shuts herself 
away in the guest room. Your mom nudges 
you toward the door.

“Check on her.”
Open the door slowly and peek inside the 

room. She is on her belly in the bed, her head—
turned away from you—resting on her arms. A 
strip of bare skin on her back flashes you.

“Ama,” begin to say. Her brother’s 
nickname for her sounds strange as it comes 
out of your mouth. She turns to face you. Her 
face is red and swollen. “You’re crying,” say 
accidentally. She sniffs and covers her face 
with her hands.

Go to her. Rub her back in circles, like your 
mom used to do for you. Comb her hair through 
your fingers. Massage her scalp. Try to focus.

“It was bad,” she tries to say, but coughs 
as tears get caught in her throat.

“I know,” respond. Realize that you don’t, 
actually. 

* * *

At the end of the summer, some kids in 
your grade throw a bonfire party at a lake 
in the forest. At breakfast the day before, 
Amalia asks if you’re planning to go.  

Tell her you don’t know, you’ll see how 
you feel. She nods. Worry that she knows 
you weren’t invited. Wonder—again—how 
she has made more friends in the last 
couple months than you have in your  
entire life.

Saturday night, drive Amalia to Pekoe 
Point, where the road meets the path that 
leads into the woods. Sing along to the radio 
together—her voice is better—on the way up 
the winding road. Look at the scooping neck 
of her tank top and notice how the fabric—
red, thin—curves around her body. Look 
down at your own arms, drooping in flannel. 
Feel overdressed.

“Are you sure you don’t want to come?” 
she asks, as you pull off to the side of the 
road. She lowers the passenger visor and 
peers into the small mirror, checking her hair 
and lipstick.

You’re sure.
When she opens the door to leave, catch 

her arm. Fish around in your console for a 
pen. Hold her forearm steady as you write: If 
lost, please return to 1347 S. Mulberry Ave. 
Write your phone number at the last second. 
She laughs and says she feels like your new 
pet. Then she gets out of the car and climbs 
through the tangled brush.

After she disappears, watch a single 
plume of smoke drift up into the black sky. 
Think about all of the things she will do at 
this bonfire, the people she will meet who 
will notice her straight, white teeth and the 
piercings in her ears—seven. Pound your fists 
on the steering wheel—softly at first, then so 
hard you scare yourself. Drive back home. 
Turn on your windshield wipers when it starts 
to rain. Hope that the bonfire gets rained out.

That night, dream about the first time you 
and Amalia met: you are both four or five, 
playing in the living room at a dinner party 
hosted by a family friend. These details you 
remember. These details actually happened.

But then, everything changes. In this 
dream, Amalia’s little face looks up at you—
confused, worried. Then the walls start 
closing in, pressing the breath out of your 
lungs. And Amalia is gone and it’s just you, 
sitting on the carpet. Claw at the floor, at the 
air, at yourself, but the walls keep getting 
closer and closer. Cry out and wake yourself 
up. Wipe the sweat off your face and try to 
calm your pounding heart.

Try to fall back asleep. Hear your phone 
ring and answer it. A strange voice is on the 
other end.

“Hello? Hello?” he demands.
“Yes.” Clear your throat. “I’m here. Who 

is this?”
“We found your number. On your friend.” 

Feel like throwing up as you pull on pants 

and listen to where he is and jump in the car 
and start driving.

When you get to the hospital, argue 
with the receptionist about your right to 
information about Amalia.

“Are you a blood relative?” she keeps 
asking, her eyes on the computer screen. 
Say something to convince her to tell you 
the room number—or maybe it’s your 
bloodshot eyes and hands slapping on the 
desk over and over. Fly down the hall to  
her room.

Open the door so quickly it slams into 
the rubber doorstopper on the wall and hits 
you in the shoulder. Amalia lays on the bed 
with her eyes closed and an IV flowing into 
her forearm. Look at the needle. It impales 
her skin in the center of your handwritten p in 
please.

Watch her eyelids flutter. Notice the way 
that the crinkly hospital gown moves as she 
breathes.

When the doctor comes in and asks if 
you are a relative, lie to him and say that 
you’re her sister. Give him Amalia’s first and 
last name and date of birth. Listen to him 
tell you that the boy on the phone and his 
friends found her at the edge of the lake, 
unconscious.

“She had a BAC—that means blood 
alcohol content—of 0.35 when she came 
in tonight.” He flips the pages in her chart. 
“She’s lucky to not be in a coma.”

With bodies this fragile,  
how much pressure can the 
skin take before it bursts?
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“So she’s just…” trail off when the words 
get caught in your throat.

“Sleeping,” the doctor finishes for you. 
“Her urine also tested positive for cocaine. 
So we’re definitely watching her overnight. 
Maybe longer.” Watch him leave.

Stay in her hospital room overnight. When 
she wakes up early in the morning, try to take 
her hand back when she jerks it out of yours.

“Oh, my god,” she says. Explain what 
happened. When she looks at the needle in 
her arm and starts crying, get into bed with 
her. Kiss her hair and feel your heart break 
when a new doctor comes in again and 
Amalia smiles weakly up at him.

* * *
Years later, long after Amalia’s dad has 

gotten another DUI and she has moved to 
Oklahoma to live with her cousins, you will 
allow people into your bed. One of them 
sells life insurance and will stick around 
longer than the rest. On the hottest day that 
summer, you will float on a pool raft next to 
this person, who is drinking a bottle of beer 
and belching in intervals. The body next to 
you won’t repulse you, but it won’t excite 
you either. As everything you see becomes 
tinged red by the sun, you will have the urge 
to roll off the raft and into the icy pool and not 
come back up.

You will briefly contemplate suffocation. 
With bodies mostly made of water, why do 

we have one part that can’t handle liquid? 
You’ll stay on your fluorescent yellow raft, of 
course.

“Hey, come to me,” this person will say 
one day, patting the vacant window seat 
after you have drifted across the room. You 
will walk back, dragging your feet across the 
polished wood. You will sit back down and 
look into your mug of tea that just lies there, a 
tepid puddle.

Realize that you only knew Amalia for 
a moment. But those are the worst kind, 
aren’t they? The ones who might have been 
something else, but never got the chance. 

2016 ACC Writers Studio Club Literary Contest Winner, Poetry

Up the side alley, off an ocean-lined highway 
there are half a dozen or so boarded up churches  
ripe with salvation or disappointment.  
 
Just passed the pink bakery where Mrs. Mary 
boasts the best donuts from here  
to the edge of life’s expectations. 
 
The school sits in steady anticipation, ready,  
students are seen at the new Internet café  
tweeting away the afternoon and sipping chai. Iced. 
 
That café took over my mother’s favorite bookstore.  
Our bookstore  
where she bought me the children’s bible  
I can’t find anymore.  
 
Grey faced people with dull expressions gather every week. 
They talk of how few tourists come by 
and how the bells sometimes toll, 
 
taxing the people their peace or rather their quiet.  
The market is small, but contains all the necessities  
for living in this place 
where no one leaves, besides those who have left. 
 
The hippies and groupies headed south, 
religion headed north, and what they left behind 
hasn’t changed since.  
 

Redemption       
SARAH VANDERMYDEN 
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I can still make out the initials of my parents  
etched into the warped floor of the ice cream shop,  
this is where my father proposed to my mother.  
 
The third boarded church on the left is where they were 
married. I haven’t seen this place in fifteen years. 
 
I find bits of who I was when I lived here 
scorched into the earth it stands on 
yet I do not replace them to their original location,  
I’ve been fine without them. 

YULIA KENLEY

Envy

Acrylic on Canvas
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2016 ACC Writers Studio Literary 
Contest Winner, Fiction

Stanley Szarka’s prostate, removed five 
days ago, had swelled to 7.275 inches 
across and now swims, a diseased and 
eyeless fish, in the glass jar of his mind. 
Stanley measured it himself (nightshift dares, 
nitrous oxide) with the help of a giggling 
student nurse.

Stanley can measure the length and 
breadth of anything by applying to it the 
paddle of his left thumb (1.5 inches across 
the nail; 3.25 inches from the raised scar 
at its base to the tip) and marching his digit 
along. Behind his eyelids, the closed doors 
of his pupils, dimensions multiply themselves, 
piles of precise and tidy lumber. His sight was 
the only bodily task to fail him, taken by a 
childhood fever, until now.

Stanley slides his thumb beneath the 
sheet and parses the length of the incision 
through which his insides were amended. 
10.75 of an inch, beginning just below his 
navel where the sutures prickle upward like 
thorns, then cresting the mound of gas that 
is his gut, and ending at a place dark and 
private.  If only people came with zippers. 
He thinks of his Emma, cut open on the 
horizontal, 6.5 inches, when she gave birth to 
their son.  Nolan is fifty-four now, on his third 
wife (Ilene? Irene?), and when they last shook 
hands, Stanley felt the fingers of a man who 

has never owned tools. Nolan buys day-
old grocery store banana bread and sells it 
roadside near Chugwater to the tourists and 
the wayward, each loaf saran-wrapped with 
a bible verse taped on top. To reach people, 
Nolan says. He lives in a yacht.  No, that isn’t 
it. A yurt.

Then: a clipboard, snap-jawed and mean, 
a soapy breeze, the jawing of polyester 
slacks. It must be ten-thirty or so. Doctor’s 
rounds. An introductory clearing of a throat, 
and the disrobing of a minty lozenge. The 
oncologist puts a hand on the stone of Stan’s 
knee, and summarizes certain doom.

At eighty-six years of age, you see, a 
man must look back and be proud.  And 
make your preparations, Mr. Szarka, make 
preparations.

What would those be? Isn’t he ready?
Then the doctor releases a blast from 

his sinuses that smells of cabbage and 
damp fireplace ash. He removes his hand 
and Stanley hears the zwit and zwat of 
the hospital curtain upon its metal rod. 
Preparation is another word for practice. 
Stanley closes his eyes to practice being 
dead. To practice finding Emma.

Emma. His darling old girl. She would 
take his mind elsewhere if she was here, tell 
stories about how Nolan caught those trout 
in the gulley at the edge of town, near the 
train tracks where he was not supposed to 
go—he was only eight—then fried them up 
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with beet greens as a birthday surprise for 
his dad, how Stan could smell that trout from 
four houses down where he was working 
on a set of new kitchen cabinets for Olga 
Velhagen, each with a spray of wheat hand-
carved in the lower corners, and how Stan 
pretended to be surprised, even feigning a 
nap on the sofa so that Nolan could wake 
him with the steaming plate held under his 
nose.  He’d modeled those wheat grains 
after Emma’s tiny fingernails, honing them by 
touch. He’d pronounced the fish the best (still 
the best, actually) he’d ever eaten.  And he’d 
sat at the table with his little family, felt pride 
beneath his breastbone, a thousand saplings 
of it, pushing upward.

If only she could, his Emma would lie 
alongside him and make him laugh until his 
stitches pulled tight, recalling Olga surveying 
her new cabinets and thundering, Vat? Veet? 
Veet on da vood? Vat is dat? When Emma 
reminded her that the grains symbolized 
prosperity and good health in Germany, in 
her motherland, and Stanley was blessing her 
household for the future, Olga nodded. Veet 
is goot, she declared.

Now you rest, Stanley, she’d tell him 
afterward, smoothing his hair (what remains 
of it).  If she was here.

When Emma got the cancer (a lady 
sickness), no one even suggested operating.  
All Stanley could do for her was keep a filled 
syringe of morphine ready on the bedside 

table, slipping it by touch beneath the paper 
of her thigh. Then he’d hold her hand while 
she soared, and dove, and spun in the skies 
over Yoder, the only bit of help he could give 
taking her farther away from the pain, and 
farther away from him.

After she’d gone he stayed up all night, 
and into a new day, and past the decline of 
another, building her casket in his workshop. 
He fit the lid so it clicked shut the way her 
tiny gold locket did. He carved its top with 
her initials, ES, and surrounded them with a 
carved spray of lilacs, her favorite.  Every small 
splinter he found with his fingers and banished 
with finest garnet sandpaper and pearls of 
his own spit. Finally, he lined the interior with 
the quilt she’d made for Nolan when he was 
small, the tufts of yarn gesturing at intervals, 
the fabric thin as breath.

Beneath the place her head would rest, 
hidden under the quilt, he tucked away the 
silk nightgown—he never knew its color, 
never got to watch it slip from her shoulders 
to the bedroom floor—that she wore as his 
bride. I’m naked as a plucked duck, she had 
teased.  Reach for me. Flesh and wood; he 
can still recall every inch.

A machine near his bed startles, MOK-
MOK-MOK, and Stanley flings his right arm 
into the water pitcher and a dish of lukewarm 
pudding, the left into the pole where a bag 
of something soupy dangles, sustaining him, 
and a herd of nurses, feet cawing against the 
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sticky tile, arrive with their pities. One presses 
the cold coin of a stethoscope to his chest, 
another raises the thumping of his wrist into 
the air and counts one, two, three, four. Yet 
another digs a thermometer beneath his 
tongue.

Mr. Szarka, see what you’ve done?
Stanley’s fretting hands have worked 

the IV tubes into a pinch, setting off this 
storm of kingdom come. His penalty: the 
throb of his last good vein when a nurse 
relocates the long, mean needle, the probing, 
rubbing, swabbing, rolling, wiping, rolling 
again, wetness, heat, and the ministrations 
of too many brisk palms and fingers, the 
puffs of breath and clicking tongues and a 
pen, scraping, starving for ink, recording the 
facts of his reduced existence. Voices (only 
one is soft and comforting, like the fuzz of 
a dog’s ear), each connected to a duty and 
a body and a pair of sturdy shoes, but not 
one of them is Emma, not one, and no one 
can reassure him that he will leave this earth 
having been loved. 

No one asks him where it hurts.
Stanley bellows a smog of regret and strife 

toward the ceiling, scattering the nurses (even 
the sweet one), and he is sorry (such shrieking 
from them all), but cannot bear this one more 
minute, not one more.  After awhile, the sweet 
one returns with a cup of warm apple juice. 
When she leaves, he reaches beneath the 
mattress and selects an assortment of tiny 

confections—like helping himself from the 
Brach’s pick-a-mix at the market—tiny pain 
tablets, enormous blood pressure capsules, 
the fat, dry, grainy sleeping pills that turn mule 
deer into monsters, trout into whales.  He has 
saved them like penny nails, fourteen—no, 
fifteen of them, until seven escape his hand. 
Eight, then. Eight should do it.

It is time for him to go.
Stanley P. Szarka must go.

***
Incident Report

Laramie Community Hospital
Date: June 26, 1985
Staff Member: Jeannie W. Pond, RN
Patient: S. Szarka, Male, Age 86      
Room: 132
Incident:  Stanley Szarka is a handful 
to heck and back, and by the way the 
orderlies are still smoking in the elevators. 
When one of them could be bothered to 
answer a page, Diggy, or that’s what his 
nametag said anyways, found Mr. Szarka 
dragging his urine bag behind him like 
a dead dog. He asked Diggy to take his 
‘dog’ to the cafeteria for a ham and cheese 
sandwich, so that’s what Diggy did, leaving 
Mr. Szarka to hassle the nurse at the 
maternity ward station, and most of them 
are out sick with potluck food poisoning, 
the potato salad from Keck’s grocery, 
it’s the mayonnaise, they don’t keep the 
refrigerators cold enough and I should know 

as my nephew Rolly works there and says 
it smells ‘off’ and not to eat it. Mr. Szarka 
also demanded that somebody bring him 
his newborn son, and the man is just about 
older than fossils, and then he lifted up his 
hospital gown to show off his stitches as 
proof of the Caesarian section, and that’s 
not all he showed off. After that he crawled 
into bed with Mrs. Linda Dee Sauer, the fire 
chief’s wife, and said some very rude things 
about her bosoms. She had just birthed 
twins, and was fuzzed-out enough from her 
pain killers not to care too much until Mr. 
Szarka proposed marriage and she said 
yes, but he kept calling her Emma and she 
got upset and hit him with her dinner tray. 
She smacked him a good one, because 
he had a bloody nose and fainted. I sent 
someone to the cafeteria to fetch Diggy 
and we got Mr. Szarka back to oncology 
and in his bed, but I don’t know what they 
are doing with the medications around 
there because he was just right out of his 
mind and someone might want to pay 
attention to that.

***
Stanley is going home. Things happened 

last night that he doesn’t remember and 
certainly would not have done. He obviously 
never gave birth. The mysteries below his 
navel were meant for Emma, only Emma.  
Never would he speak rudely to a woman. 
He did once have a dog.

Stan had expected a different outcome 
to all of this. Eight pills. He should be grey 
by now, grimaced.  Gone.

Someone would have tracked down 
Nolan to stand over a divot in the earth and 
recite churchy things about eternity and 
salvation and family connection when none 
of those things applies to this life. Emma 
was not forever. Stanley has not been 
saved.  And Nolan has no phone.

Now here he is, in a car with a man 
named Diggy, a bag full of bandages and 
ointments in his lap, and what Diggy tells 
him is a bruise the color of blackberry jelly 
over his nose and left eye. Diggy has been 

fired from the hospital, something to do with 
cigarettes and ham sandwiches. Stanley 
has been banished for having ‘needs greater 
than the staff can answer.’  The nurses took 
up a collection to fill Diggy’s gas tank and 
cover his time driving Stanley home to 
Yoder. One of them, the sweet one, gave 
them enough money for two value meals at 
the Taste-E-Freeze, including curly fries and 
milkshake upgrade. The milkshake, vanilla 

The milkshake, vanilla  
with traces of Pine-Sol,  
seeps its chill onto the skin  
over his heart.
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with traces of Pine-Sol, seeps its chill 
onto the skin over his heart. When he lifts 
it away, the westerly sun takes its place, 
leaning in like an old, worshipful hound.

There will be a nurse waiting at home, 
sent by the county, with a mechanical bed, 
and tubes, rubbing alcohol and syringes full 
of sleep.  She will wipe his drool, and mop 
his armpits.

He will be there by dark.
Diggy grunts down another fry. Stanley 

hears the rasp of greasy fingers on the 
upholstery, the shuck of a sleeve over wet 
lips. A paper bag is beaten into a wad; a 
window lowered, the wad discarded. When 
the window closes, Stan’s inner ears make a 
kissing sound.

Hey, you finish your burger? Diggy 
messes with the radio. Static. Then a polka. 
Then a horserace.

Here, says Stan. I don’t want it.
So, Diggy says. Buried or burned?
Stanley doesn’t follow.
When you die, I mean. You’re going 

to die, ain’t you? I’ve gotta be cremated, 

Diggy tells him. Got the whatsacallit, the 
claustrophobia. Can’t be crammed in some 
shoebox like that.

Buried, Stanley says. Next to my wife.
To each his own, Diggy answers.
Stan’s casket waits, in his workshop, under 

an old sheet. He built it when the economy 
took a steep and terrible dive, the railroads 
laying off men, the women laying off their 
dreams of bright new cabinets. May as well 
save Nolan that expense, was his thinking. 
From the scrap pile: crosscut oak, slightly 
warped cherry, groove-fit pine. Stanley thinks 
of it as the boat he will sail to find Emma.

But it isn’t finished yet, Stanley.
It isn’t finished.
The remembrance of this is a fever, a 

flushing of his blood through a shameful 
furnace. No carvings, no lining. Unvarnished. 
Undignified. His Emma deserves better, so 
she can see how hard he tried, how he tried to 
be on this earth without her but just could not.

Why, Stanley, why? Doldrums, for 
starters. And television game shows, their 
manufactured cheer. His old fingers, fat as 
gherkins. And the way a Thursday becomes 
March becomes 1983 when there is nothing 
better on offer. He’d always planned to get to 
it. He must get to it. Today. Make preparations, 
the doctor said. Good thing he’d dropped 
seven poisons from his palm. Good thing he is 
going home. Otherwise, he’d be rolling around 
like somebody’s pet hamster in a careless, 

un-proud box. He would take the humiliation 
of last night’s rampage over that.

Diggy’s car hits a pothole, a small animal, 
something, and the urine bag tumbles from 
its perch upon the glove compartment’s 
open door, letting go its contents upon 
Stanley’s legs, soaking his overalls and the 
carpet.

Crap! Shit! Oh, man, not in my car! Geez, 
that’s gonna stink!

The car whines left, jags right, 
shuddering. Stanley smells rubber and 
grease, mustard and pee. Diggy’s right hand 
claps Stanley’s chest, pinning him back 
against the seat. Gravel chatters. They stop. 
A thin sauce of milkshake and codeine exits 
Stanley’s stomach.

Diggy gets out and opens the passenger 
door. He pulls Stanley up and out by the 
shoulder straps of his overalls and leans him 
up against the car. Then he opens the trunk.

A tire iron jangling on pavement, the 
jingle of empty beer cans. The tiny yawn 
of a lawn chair opening, the suction of an 
umbrella. A chop of wind as a semi moans 
past.

Stanley is set into the chair. Diggy crams 
the bag of bandages into one hand, puts 
the umbrella handle in his other.

Here, Diggy says. Hold this, keep the sun 
off. Tire iron’s under your chair if someone 
hassles you. Diggy slams the trunk, then 
opens it again.

Here’s two beers. They’re warm. I’m 
sorry, Mr. Szarka. I hope you get home.

And then Diggy is gone.
***

A car sings past, its wake slapping at 
the overalls around Stan’s legs. They are 
striped, he knows this, Emma always did the 
shopping and he’s had them for decades. He 
likes imagining the faint, true lines where dark 
meets light, traveling from his ankles up and 
over his troubles and back down the other 
side. He’s only taken them off twice since 
Emma’s funeral (nights included): once for the 
urologist, and again for his surgery.

He remembers his mother making their 
pillows and mattresses from the same kind 
of material, strong, plain, infinite, pushing 
back the furniture to spread it out, and cut, 
and sew, and stuff. He still sleeps on one of 
her pillows. He should line his casket with it, 
this striped cotton. What’s it called—ticking? 
Denim? If his entire life could be represented 
by a substance, this would be it. And he 
should be buried wearing his overalls. Emma 
would like that. The dough of these ideas 
swells up, and he is satisfied.

But he is alone. He cannot do this alone. 
He needs a ride to a store where fabric is 
sold. Is there such a thing? There must be.

He opens one beer for fortitude. Half of 
it geysers onto his lap, but the rest is sour 
and good. Knowing where beer goes next, 
Stanley feels around for his urine bag. Maybe 

The remembrance of  
this is a fever, a flushing of  
his blood through a  
shameful furnace.
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he can hook the confound thing up again, 
could it be very difficult? It’s nowhere, not 
within his reach, and already an urgent bit of 
business tickles at his plumbing. He can’t wet 
himself, not again, nobody with a half-pound 
of mind would pick him up—he is already, in 
Emma’s terms, a walking pig yard.

The bag, the plastic bag full of bandages—
that will work. Stanley empties the contents, all 
but one gauze roll, into the upturned umbrella.  
He thumbs at the remaining two buttons of 
his fly to make an opening, and tears off 10.5 
inches of bandage with his teeth. Pinching the 
bag tightly about his delicates, Stanley wraps 

the gauze six, seven, eight times around. He 
lets the wind test his handiwork, and tucks 
most of the bag inside, against his gut.

Now, he must attract some attention. 
Stanley nudges around under the chair until 
one arm of the tire iron can be reached, losing 
his hospital slipper in the process. It takes 
time, and his incision squalls, but he inches 
the metal X into his lap and decorates it with 
gauze streamers. He holds it erect atop his 
knees, a snarled, gyrating beacon, see me, 
help me, but doing so means losing control 

of the umbrella, which spins on a gale up and 
away, nicking his scalp with its spines. He 
touches the skin under his hair. His fingers 
come away wet.

Never mind, he must focus. He puts a 
pleasant look upon his face, the kind of smile 
Emma liked in photos.  He settles for leaning 
the tire iron against his shins, a sort of make-
do dream catcher. He’ll waggle the other beer 
when he hears a car. Bait. Incentive.

For several minutes, nothing. Then a 
motorcycle, then two, then what sounds like 
a hundred steaming metal mosquitoes. No 
one stops. The silence when they’ve gone 
is as loud as their thunder. One of the gauze 
strands is looped around his leg. He tries, 
one-handed, to free himself, then gives up.

Then a chattering vehicle with a skipping 
transmission and muffler problem approaches, 
and slows. Stanley adjusts his face: see, I’m 
just a regular old man here, and waves the 
can, which slips from his hand and rolls. He 
settles for twiddling his fingers in a cheerful 
way, and tries to call out, hello there, hello, but 
the words are sawdust and he belches around 
them.

The sigh of a car door, five footfalls.
See me, help me.
Stanley waves faster, smiles wider, hoping 

to utopia and back that he does not smell.
Ha! Look, it’s a beer! He threw us a beer!
The voice of a man, laughing, thinking 

Stanley can’t hear him.

Take it, says a woman. Get that tire iron, 
too. We might need it.

Stanley cannot find his voice or his grip.  
He cannot find his own legs.

Old drunk, laughs the man.
Faulty clutch, Stanley wants to say. Then 

they are gone.
Everything but the lawn chair is gone.
The sun behind him strokes his neck, and 

he slips into sleep.
***

A small hand on his arm, the bleat of a 
kind voice. His shoulders, shifting, dancing. 
These things he dreams, until the small hand 
pats his cheek, and a voice asks if he’s dead.

Mister. Hey. Mister.
Stanley breathes in, and then he knows. 

He is not dead.
It’s a teenager, a girl. Just got her driver’s 

license last week and a car for her birthday, 
one of those old wood-paneled station 
wagons, dirt brown, she says, a gift from her 
grandfather who teases that it’ll hold a lot of 
booze and boys if she’s so inclined but she 
isn’t.  She just wants to drive around by herself 
and take pictures of clouds, at the storms 
building in the west, because each cloud 
belongs to a soul, she has always though so, 
ever since she was a kid. And that is how she 
found him.

The girl, Melody, gives him water from her 
thermos. She dabs a bit of gauze in what’s 
left and cleans the cut on his scalp. He tells 

her what he needs, that he has to find a fabric 
store, today, so he can finish his casket, 
that he knows how much to buy, 3.5 square 
yards, because he remembers the exact 
measurements of every board, and could she 
help? It is an emergency, it really is.

Cheyenne, she tells him. There’s a store 
like that in Cheyenne.

Melody asks him to wait just a second, 
she’s going to make space in the back of the 
wagon so he can stretch out flat and rest. She 
has a bag of laundry back there. She’ll put it 
under his head. And an old bedspread, for 
her dog, Skunk, who is riding along.  She is 
going to wrap it around Stanley, who seems 
to be shivering. So many mercies in a matter 
of minutes, more than can fit in the pockets of 
his heart, shaking him loose from the inside.

Now don’t worry, she says, I’m just going 
to pull the car up closer so it’s just a few 
steps. I won’t run you over or anything.

The kindnesses are spilling over. He feels 
the heat of them down to his ankles, in the 
cave of his throat. He will finish what he 
started. He will have made his preparations.

Now, mister, put your arm around me. It 
isn’t far.

He is going home to Emma.
One, two, she counts.
Her shoulders are paper airplanes.
Three.
Emma.
He is borne aloft.

Cheyenne, she tells him.  
There’s a store like that  
in Cheyenne.
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Hawk,
scalloped feathers steady,
receives the inhale
of thermal and rises—

pull of eternity
intricate in the markings,
counted, threaded
weave of wing,
shaded, textured
frail-boned sail,
lifting beyond
the normal thrust
or rush
of a day’s darting—

the bluest gravity
like a longing,
homing the skyward lean,
column of circling breath—

ride to heaven.

Thermal Ascension        
JANE PETTIBONE
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The steel barrel of the Daisy pump action 
BB gun snapped shut against the stock. 
Loaded and cocked, pointed right at me.

 “Hey, you!” He jabbed the barrel of the 
BB gun in my direction like a bayonet. “Don’t 
get up, piggy, or I’ll shoot your fat ass.” 
It was Eddie Favarro, the neighborhood 
thug. He lived across the street, the reason 
our strawberry harvest was sparse every 
summer. He moved closer. “Make oink-oink 
noises. Come on, piggy.” He laughed. 

Omaha schools were out for the summer 
of 1966 and dad’s strawberries ripe, ready 
for picking. Mom’s Tupperware bowl was 
half full of ruby-colored gems, my lips 
stained crimson. The sun, directly above, 
threatened to shoot through our cottonwood 
canopy. I sat underneath, searching our 
lawn for 4-leaf clovers trying to escape the 
heat. Mom bought my clothes at Kmart 
because they had a fat girls section. The 
size number was supposed to match your 
age. My pale yellow culottes had sweat 
marks from being stuck in skin folds, the 
elastic waist stretched to capacity. A tight 
cotton pullover girdled my stomach. I was 
seven, ready to enter the second grade in 
the fall and wore a ten.

“Sandy,” mom called. “Go out back 
and pick some strawberries. I’m making 
shortcake for dessert.”

“Do I have to?” Silence from inside the 
house. “Okay.”

We lived in a cookie-cutter house in a 
lower-middle class neighborhood. The milk 
and eggs in our refrigerator were free every 
Friday from dad’s milk route. He said it was 
our secret. It helped us avoid the monthly 
state aid lines. Our house was on the prime 
side of the street. The backyard sloped up, 
leveled off.  The Skyview Drive-In Theater 
was on the other side. We set up our 
aluminum lawn chairs on summer evenings 
and watched movies for free. The Ka-POW of 
Batman and Elsa’s roar in Born Free traveled 
through the speakers effortlessly to the 
top of the bluff. I squinted to make out the 
grainy big-screen images. We were always 
careful where we put our chairs. Dad’s prized 
strawberry patch, a lush carpet in our private 
movie theater. 

I was never fat until I had my tonsils out. 
One day, I was regular size and the next 
summer my thighs rubbed together. Maybe it 
was the chicken fried steak and French fries 
every Saturday night. The first time we looked 
for fat girl clothes, my mom had to ask a 
clerk. She whispered the word chubby.

“I bet you’re going to tell your dad I’ve 
been stealing his shitty strawberries?” Eddie 
had B.O., greasy hands, hair slicked back 
with Vitalis tonic. The combination made 
me gag. I didn’t know how old he was, but 
he could drive. He spent hours under the 
hood of his broken-down Chevy. I saw his 
plumber’s crack even though he wasn’t a 

VICKI OEHRING

Fat Girl   

plumber. The starter whined as he cranked 
the engine and the tailpipe exploded with 
black smoke. Dad called him a dropout. 
White trash.

 “I-I won’t say anything, promise.” The 
gun inched closer, strawberry vines shackled 
my wrists and ankles. I nervously flipped my 
mousy-brown bangs out of my eyes.

“So, you think I’m the one taking your 
dad’s shitty berries, don’t you?” Eddie 
poked me in the stomach with the gun. Eyes 
blurred, cheeks wet, I trembled, and wanted 
somebody to save me. He poked me again, 
hard. The force made me screech. I was 
glad. I let out one scream then the rest came 
out rapid-fire, piercing the lazy afternoon 
silence. The screen door slammed shut. 
Someone was running across the backyard. 
Eddie looked toward house. I wanted to 
run, but couldn’t move.  Eddie wasn’t fast 
enough. Dad caught him by the collar.

“What in the hell do you think you’re 
doing, you piece of shit?” Dad was red-
faced, breathing hard. He shoved Eddie 
back, grabbed the would-be murder 
weapon. “I know you’re up here stealing 
my strawberries and now you threaten my 
daughter? I’m calling the cops or maybe I’ll 
shoot you in the balls, you bastard.” Dad 
took aim.

Eddie stammered, “Wa-Wait, Mr. 
Williams, don’t!” Even thugs in the ‘60s 
called adults by Mr. or Mrs.

“You get the hell outta here and if I ever 
see or hear you’ve been near my daughter 
again, I’ll tear you apart. You hear me!”

“Yes, sir!” and Eddie was gone. My dad 
knelt beside me stroking my bangs hanging 
in my eyes. “You okay, Sandy?” I collapsed 
and sobbed into his protective dad arms.

We moved when I was eight, left dad’s 
strawberries to Eddie. Dad and mom said 
they wanted to move to the country. I heard 
them talking from the living room. They were 
having dessert. I said I didn’t want any, but I 
did. “Sandy shouldn’t grow up being afraid,” 
Dad’s fork pierced one last berry, brilliant red, 
stark contrast against white angel food cake. 
He would miss his berry patch. So would I.

The new house was brown brick with 
green-apple colored paint, gravel driveway. 
Our street, Manchester Drive, wasn’t cement. 
It was thick black tar. My shoes stuck to the 
goo when it was hot. An endless cornfield 
bordered our backyard, green like strawberry 
vines, bearing yellow treasures, not red 
gems. The Kmart was only a fifteen-minute 
drive. Mom was glad. I wasn’t glad at all.

The cornfield was now my strawberry patch 
most days in the summer. I could still hear the 
steel barrel snap shut against the polished 
maple stock, loaded and cocked. The waxy 
green leaves rustled in the wind, whispered 
fat girl, fat girl. I waited every day for Eddie 
to appear, armed with the BB gun. Instead, 
she emerged from the cornfield sea. Blonde 
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with inviting blue eyes, flushed cheeks. My 
new best friend had ringlet hair cinched 
in pig-tails. She was close to my age. Her 
hot pink peddle-pusher pants were like the 
ones mom put in my drawer that morning. 
She tugged at a forgotten tag at her waist.  
Kmart, size ten.

SUSAN GRABER 

Mountain Stream

Acrylic on Board
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“Death is the mother of beauty”
– Wallace Stevens, Sunday Morning

She’s silent while she watches:
The flowers, the flora,
daisies and bluebells.
Their petals spreading from tight blooms
throwing fragrances into the air
after pushing their way through soil.

Tree branches lend large thick trunks,
their leaves like edible blankets,
Creating homes for fauna;
Striped chipmunks and flying squirrels,
a perfect symbiotic ecosystem.

She admires how the
birds’ feathers are painted
magnificent glittered blues and greens or plain obsidian,
hummingbirds and crows,
each beautiful with their own flapping pattern
spreading their colors into the sky.

Insects each unique,
thousands of creative designs.
The praying mantis, eyes with stereo vision,
the dragonfly, wings colored and translucent,
crawling life underfoot.

Humans, Homo sapiens,
You and me,
a complex combination of DNA

DEANNA HANSON

Our Mother’s Nature    

creating unique designs
passed on from previous generations.

She sees us all,
and waits.

Her embrace, the last we feel:
flower petals shriveling into pale shades.
trees leafless, exposing silver trunks.

Birds will lose flight and stiffen,
Animals wither.

Insects statue.
Humans rigor mortis,
leaving ash for their loved ones-

all phases of beautiful.
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London at Sunset
LINDY ARSENAULT
Digital Photography

Panaphobia: Constant Fear of an 
Unknown Cause

I was half-awake when the nurse carted 
me into the elevator. Somehow on a gurney 
in the hospital. There were black dots in my 
vision. The nurse saw my eyes flutter.

“Why’d you do it? You’re so young,”  
he said.

“I just had a bad night, I guess.”

Agateophobia: The Fear of Insanity
Desha and I were in theater classes 

together in high school. We would stay up all 
night watching Pajama Game or You Can’t 
Take it with You on VHS’s we borrowed from 
our drama class, and I would feed her lines. 
There was always food. Sometimes we 
would eat everything we could find, others we 
would eat nothing. That’s what life was like. 
I wouldn’t eat for days at a time, and then 
when I allowed myself too, I was starving. 
That’s what most of the girls I knew did. It 
was expected. It was the only way to be more 
beautiful. You had to feel the dull, sharp pain 
that came with being empty. It occupied my 
mind and got me away from the worry of 
deadlines and death. Even then we were both 
depressed. I could count every rib.

After our first viewing of You Can’t Take it 
with You, we laid down in her queen sized bed 
and she turned on the Christmas lights that 
were wrapped around the walls. She flipped 
through all the settings, and for a long time 

we laid together quietly, watching the lights 
appear and disappear. Then, she pressed the 
button once again and the room went dark.

I felt her body turn sideways next to me. 
“Will you hold me?” she said.

I reached my arm around her and tucked 
my hand in the space beneath her stomach.

“Thanks,” she said. My stomach growled 
against her spine, and I wondered what it 
would be like to starve to death, until I finally 
fell into a troubled sleep.

Dentophobia: The Fear of Dentists
Dentists have these highest suicide rate of 

any occupation. What terrible things do they 
see at the back of your throat and between 
your teeth? There’s choked down words, 
places where you’ve bit your tongue and 
your gums or is it the ground-down enamel 
that gets scratched away beneath junk food 
and worry?

Donald Hall once said, “I read poems for 
the pleasure of the mouth. My heart is in my 
mouth, and the sound of poetry is the way 
in.”

I wonder what his dentist thought when 
he saw his heart in his mouth. Did the dentist 
use a poem to let him in?

Atychiphobia: The Fear of Failure  
The psychiatric wing isn’t much different 

than the rest of the hospital, except for the 
occasional cross-eyed woman announcing 

New Years       
ALLISSA HERTZ
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the world’s end. That and you’ve gotta be 
buzzed in.

When I went to see Desha, it was fall of our 
freshman year of college. The walls were bare 
and the air was cold. Desha was at a long 
table coloring with a box of five dollar crayons. 
Everyone was calm. A doctor with a clipboard 
sat at a second long table beside Desha’s with 
five or six patients. One colored, two stared 
at the TV, and the others shuffled their feet or 
stared at the ceiling. Everything felt empty.

“I hate it here,” Desha said. Her hair was 
a frizzy red. It was a beautiful, messy fire 
around her.

“Why did you check yourself in?” I said. 
I looked at the floor and my bangs fell in my 
face. I nervously pushed them back.

“I just didn’t know what else to do.”
“Well, I’m proud of you,” I put my hand on 

top of hers.
She grabbed my hand then and squeezed 

it for a minute before dropping her hands to 
her lap.

“I told Dr. Eshelmeyer I was sick. He gave 
me an extension on my paper.”

“Don’t think about that now,” I said.

She looked down at the floor for a 
moment and nervously wrapped her hands 
around her lower arms.

Later, we would make jokes about how 
she was in the nuthouse. Sometimes, 
we cope by sickly, desperately twisting 
the situation until it’s funny. She calls her 
prescription happy pills. We both smile at 
that. We have a kind of understanding people 
can’t get in on. We are aware of each other, 
familiar the way only old friends can be.

“Write me a poem,” she said, pouting, 
when the doctors said I had to leave.

I brushed my hand across my forehead 
and push back my bangs again.

“Okay.”
 

Haphephobia: The Fear of Touch
Five days after New Years and I didn’t feel 

quite right.
When Mitch kissed the ink-stained curve 

between my ribcage and hip I laughed and 
pulled away a bit. He looked at me with a 
question: Okay? his eyes asked.

“It tickles.”  
He touched me like I might break, lingered 

on the empty spaces between bones. I 
reached up to wrap my hand around his 
neck and he grabbed it delicately at the wrist, 
placed his lips lightly where, days before, a 
nurse had stuck the IV in.

“Where’s Mitch?” I had asked her.
“He’s in the waiting room. This is the 

emergency wing,” she said and then went 
back to poking at the monitors and checking 
my temperature.

Before she left, she paused and said, 
“Your boyfriend’s a good guy.”

Depression
Depression is a good word. Like the 

depression your body leaves in the sheets 
when you can’t bear to move your body, 
when there’s some pressing matter, some 
matter pressing into your chest.

 
Trypophobia: The Fear of Patterns

Some lines from poems stick with me. 
It’s like when you only know the chorus of 
a song. I keep CDs of Sylvia Plath and T.S. 
Eliot in my car, and on occasion listen, just 
so I can remember that next line, just so the 
words will stop repeating.

“There will be time, there will be time…”
 

Ergophobia: The Fear of Work
When are you a dentist? Is it the day you 

finally find a job or the moment you get your 
degree? Is it the first time you look down a 
stranger’s mouth? Or the first time you think 
maybe life isn’t worth living?

Are you depressed? Was it the moment 
when you met your broken best friend? The 
first thought about death? The moment you 
walked in the hospital? Was it when you 
waited in the cushioned dentist chair gazing 

at the pictures of teeth and tongues? Or was 
it the first taste of a poem?

 
Monophobia: The Fear of Being Alone

Only two hours to 2011 and I was crying 
hysterically. The tears wouldn’t turn off. My 
body was a painful pile: burning chest, hot 
cheeks, dry throat and emptiness.

“You’re gonna be fine,” Mitch said. I 
nodded my head, hardly hearing, hardly there 
at all, and tried to tighten my lips into a smile. 
I knew he had to leave for work.

“Alone,” I thought, “Alone, all, all alone, 
alone on a wide, wide sea.”

I’m embarrassed. I hate to be so dramatic, 
but this is what I thought about, this line from 
a dead poet. I felt alone, all, all alone, alone on 
New Year’s Eve. I thought about how I never 
wrote Desha that poem, how so many things 
remain unsaid, undone. I thought of all the 
tests I’d have to take, all the essays I’d have to 
write, all the people I’d have to see, but mostly 
I felt a burning emptiness. There was a terrible 
pain in my chest. I thought that it would never 
stop, I thought there could be no worse pain, 
but I was wrong.

 
Scopophobia: The Fear of Being  
Stared At

“This will go very smoothly. If the patient 
complies.” The doctor stared straight at me.

“If the patient complies,” he said again 
and again.

He touched me like I might  
break, lingered on the empty 
spaces between bones.
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The words replayed in my mind, but I 
wasn’t a part of all this. I was slipping away, 
half conscious. Somewhere people were 
counting down to 2011 and I had started the 
process of dying. I often dream I’m flying, 
but I never get far off the ground. I felt that 
then. It was a pain like you couldn’t imagine, 
something inhuman.

Mitch was sitting in the corner staring 
at me. His hair was pushed up. He looked 
crazy. He nervously ran his hand over his 
head again and again. I tried to smile at him. 
My lips wouldn’t tighten. I stared at him. His 
blue eyes were stuck to me. I thought maybe 
I’d never see him again. This thought was 
overwhelming. More overwhelming than the 
thought of poems I might never write, than 
the thought of midterms or two more years 
of school or the four years of grad school 
to follow. My heart picked up to a rapid 
“I am, I am, I am,” which filled the room. 
When the doctor finally pushed the tube 
down my throat there was a panic, a rapid, 
“beepbeepbeepbeepbeep.”

“It’s okay, it’s okay,” the doctor said, but 
the nurses were still as statues. The tube was 
still stuck in my throat and there was vomit all 
over me.

 
Necrophobia: The Fear of Death

Last December was three years after my 
suicide attempt. I was sitting in a white chair 
in our messy living room, across from  
 

 Mitch. He was watching Louie on Netflix. 
The curtain opened and Louie said, “More 
suicides occur on New Year’s Eve than any 
day of the year.”

I cringed a bit. I didn’t look at Mitch and 
he didn’t look at me.

Neophobia: The Fear of New 
Experiences

Humans have completely new cells 
every seven years. Every seven years you 
are brand new. Every seven years you’ve 
lost everything about you. New Years is 
about changing, about starting new, about 
resolution. Then why do so many people 
want to die?

It’s the presents, the pictures of perfect 
families, the catalogs full of yuletide joy, 
and the constant reminder from everyone 
around that they have friends and families 
and material things. It’s the way the winter 
makes you want to crawl back in bed, the 
way cold makes you shiver, how everything 
outside is dead. It’s the way the past 
creeps up on you, the memories of failures 
and loneliness. It’s all the things you know 
you’ll have to do again and it’s the fear of 
the unknown, of something coming that’s 
worse than anything you’ve experienced 
already. It’s the way the fear of death can 
strike so hard you wish you could just get 
it over with. It’s fear. At least, that’s what it 
was for me.

 

Bibliophobia: The Fear of Books
Some dentists die like stars. They 

burnout.
They study themselves sick, die from 

maxilla, where the lower teeth are located, 
in the upper arch, from mandible, the lower 
arch, from dentin, what the bulk of the tooth 
is composed of, from pulp and ligaments 
and gingiva. They die with the definitions 
repeating again and again.

Some dentists die like Sylvia Plath, with 
gas lines cut and heads in ovens; like Anne 
Sexton, with gas and a glass of vodka; like 
David Foster Wallace, with a rope around his 
neck. Some dentists die with the last line of a 
poem still on their lips. Some dentist die like 
Richard Cory did, but I am not a dentist.

“There will be time, there will be time…”
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Guatemala’s Cowboys
NATHAN SHEPARD
Digital Photography

Perhaps it was someone else’s 
memory, for you ghostwrote in 
a trough floating bone-battered
into surf, loose threads a whirl-
pool of India-ink streamers;
and as if the midnight sun had
stitched you through with arsenic 
lure, your porcine hands were
aspen-wreathed, painting storms
and diphthong in restless, fluent
fingers.

Shadows plucked out of pupils,
tilting silent with birds laden in
flight, deserting you for the wiles
of scavenged hollow deep where
only a spattering of echoes went
to drown. Surfacing, you rose up
the blinding light, just there, pale
tactile map of home lay portents
in the sky, galvanized to the pulling
gasps of harrow water, javelin hove
toward the odes of frost and wind.

And one by one, your swim licked
the winter’s smattering reefs, until
briny trail of deliquesced dawn fed
crisp like sodden seaweed, where
your fins metered out like staffs and
the gills cast in carmine and ruby
dye through pocks of salt and kelp.

ERRATUM
LANA BELLA
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AHJA FOX attends ACC and is the president of Writers Studio Student Club. She is also the 
recipient of the 2016 Writer’s Studio Scholarship. Aside from her writing goals, she hopes to 
open a dance studio that caters to children and the disabled. 

SUSAN GRABER is a long time resident of Colorado, inspired by the beauty around her and the 
places she visits.  Susan’s works are all acrylic paint on canvas or board.

DEANNA HANSON is an ACC student who plans to pursue her education in writing after 
obtaining her Associates in Psychology. Aside from writing, she enjoys hunting, hiking and 
spending time with her family.

MANDY HENEBRY has been working with clay for over two decades now. Growing up on a 
farm in central Wyoming, it seemed natural for her to play in the dirt. Over the years, she has 
developed a style that reflects those childhood years. 

ALLISSA HERTZ is part of the Mile-High Creative Writing MFA at Regis University and was the 
Fall 2013 Editor of Nebo: A Literary Magazine. Her works have appeared in Literary Review-East 
and Black Couch Literary Magazine.

YULIA KENLEY was born and raised in Ukraine and moved to the United States in 2013. 
She has a degree in psychology and is currently an ACC student studying graphic design and 
painting.  With a strong interest in art, music, photography and history, Yulia calls herself a loner 
who reads a lot.

BRANDON KILE is an ACC sophomore in the Journalism and Contemporary Media program. 
He has been photographing for the last 10 years in digital format and more recently in traditional 
film/analog format. The eyes see more than the mind knows, and it is Brandon’s goal to 
emphasize the things that the mind doesn’t know.

HANNAH KLUDY is a senior creative writing major at Northwest Missouri State University. Her  
work has been published in The Northwest Missourian, Medium Weight Forks, and will appear in 
the upcoming issue of The Sucarnochee Review.

JANE HILSON AIELLO has been writing poetry since she was eight years of age. Poetry has 
always been her catharsis, and she frequently jokes it is cheaper than therapy. She is retired and 
devotes her days to spiritual, physical, emotional and poetic health.

LINDY ARSENAULT is a full-time communications student at ACC with an intended major of 
International Relations. She has a love for other countries and cultures, and she enjoys taking 
amateur photography during her travels.

JAKE BEAUCHAMP was born in 1978 in Atlantic, IA. Beauchamp is a self-taught artist with 
more than 20 years of experience.  He believes artists should never limit themselves to just one 
medium -  “Life is like a blank canvas, create what you want!”

ISABELLE BEAUPREZ is a 2016 Student Art Show winner for the Progenitor 2017, taking first 
prize in Digital Photography.

LANA BELLA is a three-time Pushcart Prize nominee, an author of three chapbooks, Under My 
Dark (Crisis Chronicles Press, 2016), Adagio (Finishing Line Press, 2016), and Dear Suki: Letters 
(Platypus 2412 Mini Chapbook Series, 2016). She has had poetry and fiction featured with over 
360 journals such as 2River, The Acentos Review, and California Quarterly. 

CHARLES COLEMAN is a retired biology and physics teacher at Colorado Academy and now 
finds time to mine his past for memoir ideas. Ten years studying marine biology in Scotland, five 
summers in the Galápagos Islands, and many treks in the Amazon rainforest combine with a 
Canadian childhood to give him his material. 

LAURA DRAVENSTOTT is a Colorado resident, a wife and a mother of three children. Her work 
has been published in Progenitor (2016) and in IMM Print, an online publication.

LAURA FARNSWORTH is a Denver-area natural sciences artist and writer. She is currently at 
work on a collection of stories about the aging process, all of them based, with great affection, 
on bits of family lore.

Contributors
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QUINN RENNERFELDT studied creative writing at the University of Colorado, Boulder and has 
recent works in Bird’s Thumb, Sassafras Literary Magazine, and Slipstream. She was awarded 
Breakwater Review’s Peseroff Prize for Poetry in 2015.

NATHAN SHEPARD grew up overseas and loves to travel. He takes his camera everywhere he 
goes. His goal is to capture locals in Guatemala in their native settings.

JUDITH SNYDER has been a ceramic arts student at ACC for 6 years and finds endless 
opportunities for creative endeavors. As she explores different forms in her work, the metaphor of 
spiritual journeys emerges to direct her creative efforts. 

HOLLYN STEGALL is a fine arts student studying graphic design. She has a published coloring 
book and has illustrated a children’s book.

JOSH THOMPSON is a senior at the University of South Carolina. He serves as Photo Director 
for Garnet and Black Magazine and enjoys solo work in the American Southwest.

SARAH VANDERMYDEN is a part-time student at ACC, a former co-editor of Progenitor Art 
and Literary Journal for the 2014 edition, and has been writing poetry for over a decade. Drawing 
inspiration from family and personal experience, Sarah writes powerful poetry that is relatable and 
interesting.

KRISTIN LECLAIRE is an English teacher and Lighthouse writer whose nonfiction has appeared in 
Pembroke Magazine, Literary Mama, The Bohemyth, and Creative Nonfiction’s What I Didn’t Know. 

REBECCA LILL was born and raised in Denver. Her poetry has appeared in Spokes, the 2015 
edition of the Lewis & Clark Literary Review. Her book Lol :/ and Other Modern Devised Plays 
was published in 2013.

SUE ELLEN LOVEJOY resides in New England where she is the president of a national 
company and a social activist.  Her poems have appeared in and received awards from 
the following journals and competitions:  New Millennium, The MacGuffin, Tiger’s Eye, New 
Renaissance, The Mississippi Valley Poetry Contest, The Massachusetts State Poetry Contest, 
and others.

NAWAL NADER-FRENCH is an MFA candidate at Regis University. Her work has appeared in 
By&By, Poetry and is forthcoming in Rogue Agent, AMP: Hofstra University’s Digilit Magazine and 
Bayou Magazine. She tweets @nawalnader.

VICKI OEHRING is a business writer by day and writes creatively in her spare time. She writes 
flash fiction and is working on a cross-genre novel.

GRANT PANKRATZ is a junior at Valor Christian High School and dedicates himself to 
portraying emotion and provocative imagery through his photography. Grant’s goal is to inspire 
people to do more than going about living their lives selfishly, focusing only on their dreams and 
neglecting the hopes of the hopeless.

A.J. PAXTON is a bookstore manager at BookBar in Denver. She is earning her MA in creative 
writing from Regis University, was a finalist in the 2016 ACC Writers Studio Contest, and has 
been published in Inner Weather Magazine.

JANE PETTIBONE writes historical fiction and poetry. Her work has appeared in various 
anthologies and she is nearing completion of a historical novel that takes place in the 1800s in 
Colorado. Much of her writing inspiration comes from hiking the Rocky Mountains.
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Progenitor 2017 was designed using Adobe InDesign CC 2017, utilizing a two-column 
grid and produced on an iMac using Macintosh OS X Yosemite. The typeface used 
was Helvetica Neue in various weights and styles. Educational funds from ACC’s Legal, 
Communication, Behavioral and Social Sciences School were used to produce 500 copies, 
printed by Mido Printing on Sterling Ultra Dull Book 70# for body copy, photographs and 
artwork. Topkote Dull Cover 95# is used for the cover. Art pages were printed using four 
process colors + Pantone 376 C; text pages were printed in black + Pantone 376 C. The cover 
utilized four process colors + Pantone 376 C and aqueous coating over Pantone 376 C. 
The Progenitor Art & Literary Journal is produced by the English 231 Literary Magazine 
class and the Multimedia and Graphic Design 280 class at Arapahoe Community College 
in Littleton, Colorado. Opinions expressed in the Progenitor do not necessarily reflect the 
views held by the Progenitor staff, other students, faculty, or the administration of Arapahoe 
Community College.
© Progenitor 2017

Progenitor Art & Literary Journal accepts submissions from published and unpublished writers, 
students, and the writing community. Submissions for the journal are chosen by the Progenitor 
Staff through a blind review process. Please note that submissions are accepted between 
October 1 and February 15, through Submittable, our online submissions manager.   

You may submit original, unpublished work in poetry, fiction, non-fiction, graphic novel excerpts, 
and screenplay excerpts. We also accept original, unpublished art, photography and high quality 
images of three-dimensional art.

For complete guidelines and current information, please visit www.arapahoe.edu/progenitor.
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